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Nibogitoffs' Squadron

May Be Enjoying

Hospitality
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DIVISION BOUND SOUTH
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Four Russian Battleships, an Armored
Cruiser and Five Colliers Pass
Malacca Interesting Points
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Presented.
The British
Singapore, May
steamer Selangor, which arrived here
today, reports having passed a division of Russian warships oft Jugrah,
midway between the Island of Penang
and Singapore at 9 o'clock this morn4.

DEPOT AT ALBUQUERQUE.
INJUNCTION

JURY COULD

ing.
It Wat Nebogatoffs Division.
Island of Penang, May 4. The Russian warships sighted by the British
steamer Selangor this morning have
been identified as the fourth division tn
of the Russian Pacific squadron, com-

NOTAGREE

IS ASKED.

proDenver, May 4. Injunction
ceedings have been instituted in the
the Murder. Trial of Nan United States Circuit Court here by
United States District Attorney Earl
Patterson and is Discharged
manded by Admiral Nebogatoff.
M.
Cranston against the' Denver,
Pacific Railroad
Enjoying Rest in British Waters.
Northwestern &
Goff.
Ricorder
by
London, May 4. The identification
Company, involving the right of way
of the warships sighted by the steamto land situated in Gore Canon near
er Selangor in the Straits of Malacca PRISONER IS VERY ILL Kremling, Grand County. The court
this morning as Rear Admiral NebogaIs asked to declare forfeited to the
tofTs division, is considered as liable
government the right of way and all
to develop an interesting situation.
Pretty Florodora Girl Taints From Sus title and interest to the land now
claimed by the Moffat road and
Jugrah, off of which the division was
penseAttorneys Ready to Furseen, is a town under British protecthrough which it has made a survey to
nish Bail in Any Amount Asked.
torate. It is not known whether the
build the line.
Russian warships are within territoAbout two years ago a company
rial waters or whether they are obNew York, May 4. Nan Patterson known as the New Century made fil
taining supplies from the neighboring lies very 111 in the Tombs prison today ings for the purpose of carrying on irland. A brief telegram on the subject her nerves being completely unstrung rigation and power schemes, one !of
from Singapore, however. Is taken to
by the ordeal of her trial and the dra which was to furnish electricity, genindicate that for a week the Russian matic
experience in court early this erated by water power, to Leadville for
squadron has enjoyed the hospitality morning. Her lawyers worked hard the operation and lighting of the
of the waters of the Jap's ally in the
to secure her release on ball, mines.
same manner that Rojestvensky util- today
Afterwards the Moffat road made
to 2:30 had made little probut
up
ized French waters In Cochin-Chinbeen
not
had
surveys
time
following the old line of the
that
At
they
gress.
Russian Division Sailing South.
able to communicate with the district proposed Burlington extension, which
Malacca, May 4. A Russian . divi- attorney and did not know his lnten had been abandoned. The Moffat road
sion, consisting of four battleships, an tion, in the case. Bail Is ready in any claimed to have acquired the rights of
armored cruiser and a gunboat, ac- sum, they say, and they hope to se the Burlington. The interior depart- companied by five colliers, i now mire her freedom in a day or two at i ment decided .that the Moffat roa
would afford the greatest benefit
passing Malacca bound south.
the latefit.
Second Squadron Damaged In Typhoon
the largest number of people,
Nan Faints in Court Room.
Amar, China, May 4. The typhoon
New York, May 4. Dramatic in the thus forced the abandonment of i
which swept over the coast of South extreme were tne
closing scenes oi reservoir in Gore Canon. Recently exChina this week is said to have dam- Nan Patterson's trial before Recorder perts sent out by the government have
aged the Russian second Pacific
mur- reported the land too valuable to be
Goff on the charge of having
ron considerably.
The lighter vessels dered Caesar 'Vouss. When the fore- sacrificed by permitting filings.
are reported to have been scattered. man of the Jury finally assured the
Land Ordered Withdrawn.
Shipping men expect further dolay In court that there was no possibility of . Washington,
May 4. W. A. Rich-arus
the execution of Admiral Rojsist
.commissioner general of land ofon agreement, tne pnaoner
reaching
plans as a result of this damage was in a dead faint.
At 2:28 this fices, htts instructed the register and
sustained by the squadron. '
morning Recorder Goff declared the receiver at Denver to withdraw from
the following descrfiW public
jury discharged and ordered Miss
MURDER NEAR CLAVTON.
terson to be returned to the prison. lands on account of the Gore Canon
She had to be carried by two attend- Irrigation project:
Sections 2G to 29 and 31 to 34 inThrough Jealousy, Felipe Alore Kill ants, and two doctors had a hard time
Francisco Mocorlo and Wife and
In
to
consciousness.
clusive,
township 1 north, range 81
her
In restoring
Then Commits Suicide.
the streets below thousands of per- west; sections 5, 6 and 7, township 1
sons who were held back by the south, 81 west; sections 1, 11 to 15
Clayton, N. M., May 4. Felipe Alore, mounted police, cheered the news, but Inclusive, 26, 27. 28, 31, 33 and 34,
a wealthy ranch owner, today shot to were somewhat disappointed
as It township 1 south, range 82 west; secdeath Mr. and Mrs. Francisco Mon-torl- was evidently expected that the ver- tions 4 to 9 inclusive and 18, township
among the best known Spanish dict would be the young woman's ac- 2 south, range 82 west.
residents of Biingham, three miles quittal. There are various rumors as
from here, and then blew out his own to how the Jury stood. Information
FLOOD LOSSES GREAT.
brains. Jealousy prompted the deedk.ecelve( by tne Associated Press is
that the poll was 7 to 5 in favor of ac The Damages to Farmers in the Mesil-lRAILROAD IS NOT LIABLE.
Valley Near Berino Will Alone
quittal. It is quite certain that the
Amount to Over $5,000
show girl will be given her libformer
For Damages in Cace an Employ is
on nominal bail and that the Inerty
New Mexican.
Killed In Obeying Orders From
dictment against her will be quashed. Special to the
Berino, N. M., May 4. The Rio
Foreman of Wrecking Crew.
She has faced trial three times; twice Grande
has been on a rampage here
the Jury, disagreed, and there was one
St. Paul, Minn., May 4. "A foreman mistrial on account of the collapse of for a week. The loss is hard to estimate. A mild estimate would place
of the wrecking crew is a fellow ser- the
jury.
the Josses at $5,000 if the river does
vant with the members of the crew
Bail.
Prosecution Wants Big
not
fall at once. Over 150 cars of hay
him."
This
was
under
made
ruling
New. York, May 4. It is said at the
federal district district attorney's office today that the was within ten days of harvesting. The
by Judge Lochren,
seed sowed would amount to almost
judge, sitting with the federal circuit
, would not oppose the reas much in money value while the
court at Its last term In St. Lonis, in prosecution
on
probail,
Patterson
Nan
of
lease
the case of the Florence & Cripple viding the sum was fixed at $10,000 to wheat headed and heading, is beaten
Creek Railroad Company against Nan- $20,000. It is expected that Recorder down by the flood. Ruin stares many
cy J. Whipple. Mrs. Whipple recov- Goff will be at his office today and It In the face. About two thousand acres
ered $5,000 damages for her husband's is possible that Miss Patterson may of crops are now under water and
more are threatened. The overflowdeath on the road. By this decision be released before night
ed district Includes practically all that
Judge Lochren reverses the verdict
was overflowed last fall and an equal
and grants a new trial. Whipple was
ONLY ONE WAGON BRIDGE
' killed in a
additional acreage.
landslide, his foreman orBerino on the hill has received a big
dering him into a dangerous position. It Left Standing Across Animas River
in population, the flood havof
Distance
a
Within
Impetus
By Floods,
MANY THOUSAND BARRELS
ing driven all the people from the lowNearly 200 Miles.
lands. Most of these people own lots
OF FLOUR FOR JAPAN
Trinidad. May 4. As a result of the in the hill town and they have decided
Seattle, May 4. The Great North-ear- recent floods there is but one wagon to build on them and avoid the necesSteamship Company's ship, the bridge spanning the Las Animas Riv- sity of moving each year, as thej
Minnesota, has sailed for Japan carry- er from. "Weston, twenty miles east of have had to do for the past few years,
ing between 65,000 and 70,000 barrels here, to Its mouth near Las Animas, from their glomes In the valley The
of flour. It Is estimated that nearlv a distance of nearly 200 miles. The river Is falling slightly now, but the
200.000 barrels will have left Tacoma only structure that withstood the flood crops will be a total loss, as the
and SeatUe by June 1st After the is the Animas Street bridge In this ground was already too wet and this
last invasion will settle the prospects
first of July Japan will levy a war tax city.
on flour, hence the rush to take adB. C. Murphy, an engineer of the re- for good.
vantage of the period remaining be- clamation service, spent several days
FOUR MEN UNDER ARREST.
fore the imposition. The Minnesota here looking over the flood situation
was compelled to leave behind 30.000 and compiling a report of the damage
barrels because of lack of room in done. He states that Immense stor- Southern Pacific Employes Held at
which to store them.
Lordsburg Charged With Smugage reservoirs for the flood waters are
save
this
can
which
gling Chinamen.
the only things
OFFICER
country from overflow when the rains
SHOT FOR COWARDICE. set tn, and that the dyking and dredgLordsburg, May 4. W. R Akin, C.
El Paso, May 4. A letter received ing of the river channel, giving It a A. Wise, A. W. Powell and J. Goddard.
here from Port an, State of Sonora, straight course through this city. Is employes of the Southern Pacific RailMexico, describes an encounter be- the only method by which Trinidad way running west out of El Paso, are
tween the Mexican Rurales and a band can be protected permanently from under arrest here charged with smugof Taqul Indiana, who routed the Ru- damage by floods.
gling chinamen into the United States.
rales. A Mexico "major waa killed
M. C. Hlnderllder, Colorado expert Many of the Celestials have been
and an other lierlct officer, who de- tar the United st&tM tuincml Bur- - smueeled through lately, a car load
d
serted hia soldiers, iaa been
vey, has been here working In con- - having been captured at Yuma only a
and shot fo cowardice. The Junction with Mr. Murphy.
few days ago. The arrest of the four
.
men mentioned above Is the result of
Indians are keeping the Inhabitants In
state of terror by frequent descents! New Mexican advertising pays. Try
search of their rooms In SI Paso
onto tii haciendas and rUlages.
which was made uua wee a.
.
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STORES ARE

Government Wants Land in Colorado,
Now Claimed By the Moffat Road,
Declared Forfeited.

BARRICADED
Business Houses
Are Closed in Warsaw Immense Crowds at

All Offices anH

Cemetery.

CENT

FOUR

LODZ Will

HURT AT

SEVEN

Be

FARES.

RAILROAD

the Passenger Rates

in Wy-

Round Trip Tickets May
Be Withdrawn Entirely.

oming

Volley. Fired by Cossacks The First
Private Military Organization in
Cheyenne, Wyo., May 4. Effective
this month, the Union Pacific Railway
Russia is Authorized at Kieff.
reduced passenger fares in Wyoming
from 5 cents a mile to 4 cents. An
4.
All
and
business
Warsaw, May
effort was made by members of the
street traffic ceased at noon. Offices last
to reduce railroad
and stores have been closed and have fares legislature
to
cents
a mile, but a
three
shu'ters up. Some of the business
defeated the measure. It
lobby
strong
hout os are barricaded. Nearly all the
is
that all round trip tickets
stre t car have stopped and the cars willintimated
be withdrawn
from sale. At
hi.-Immense
er
iisappeared.
round
are one and
tickets
present
trip
o the cemetery one-halcro i'
f
fare, which under the five
:
shootMonday's
cent tariff is equivalent to 3
cents
lr
a mile, so that if round trip tickets
,d in Wola District.
are withdrawn the reduction from 5
oc-- ,
Disturbances
, 4.
to 4 cents a mile is in reality an
cents
eral parts of the city Increase of
cent a mile in
an
of
extension
.g and
all cases except where one-watick
,e"ms imminent.
In the Wola ets were
'
bought.
workmen
the
forcibly stopped
i.
'. cars and cabs and the Cossacks
i
SAFE BLOWN OPEN.
Wi.
j attacked and wounded. A man
in (he crowd fired a revolver and
Box of the White Qak
Fuel
wooded a soldier. No newspapers Strong
Company at El Paso Robbed By
l
this
morning.
apir-.Aid of
' 1 ""Detective Badly Beaten.
Lodz, Russian Poland, May 4. SevEl Paso, Texas, May 4. The mas
en persons were fatally hurt by - the
sive safe in the office of the White
tossatKS patrol, yesterday evening, Oaks Fuel Company was blown open
which ured Into the midst of a crowd last
night by unknown parties and
which was singing "patriotic songs in
$13.75 in money was taken. Nitrofront of the Church of the Cross. After
glycerine was the agent used and the
the crowd had dispersed, workmen safe
was
completely wrecked, the
him
captured a detective and beat
across the room and
blown
door
being
nearly to death before he was res- almost through the wall at the rear of
cued. Further disturbances are exthe office.
pected.
There is absolutely no clew to the
Will Protect His Property.
of the deed and the only
St. Petersburg, May 4. The govern- perpetrators
office this morning which
in
the
things
ment has granted permission to M.
were not there last night at closing
Tereschtenko, a rich sugar refiner of time were a
piece of burned fuse and
was greatly a
Kleff, whose property
crowbar,
evidently brought in
heavy
damaged by the rioters in March, to from the railroad
yards adjoining the
150
of
a
organize
military company
wood
yard.
men to protect his factories and other
property. This is the first time that
MAY BE
an organization of a private military AUTCCARS USED ON SANTA FFE.
force has been authorized in Russia.
1

I
I

4

one-quart-

y

Nitro-Glycerin-
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SAVED

MARGIN.

BY NARROW

Little Colorado River Almost Overwhelms the Town of Holbrook
in Arizona.
Holbrook, Ariz., May

4.

The flood

waters of the Little Colorado River
reached the highest here at 2 o'clock
this morning and began slowly receding.

The damage to Holbrook will be

slight but the town was saved by a
narrow margin, the river cutting within ten feet of the residences. The waters are still wearing away the banks
next to the town, however, and all
hands are today trying to form a riprap of wool bags filled with sand. At
1 o'clock this morning, the Little Colorado, normally a stream of insignificant proportions, was a raging torrent
four and a half miles wide and filled
to the edges with debris of all descriptions from the valley above. The damage to the valley through which the
flood came will reach hundreds of
thousands of dollars. The loss to St
John's community, where most of the
damage was yesterday, is estimated at
from $200,000 to $250,000, Including
the loss of the dam which was constructed at a great expense. The
damage at Woodruff, below St" Johns,
where the second dam was carried
away, is estimated at $100,000. So far
as known there has been no loss of
life except one Mexican who was
drowned at St Johns. The warning
sent ahead of the flood undoubtedly
--

saved many.
OLD SOL HIDING

FROM HUNTING PARTY.
Glenwood Springs, May 4. The sun
is still hidden from the President and
his, fellow hunters. Less than three
days remain and If any hunting la to
b had. a start most be made today.
i

Hutchinson,

Kas., May

Superintendent G. E. Ayer of the Santa Fe, with headquarters at Dodge
City, who has been testing a
seven-hors-

e

power,
gasoline
automobile, states that it is quite
probable that the Great Bend branch
of the Santa Fe would be equipped
with gasoline coaches', large enough
for fifty passengers and for baggage
and mall. The Installation of these
will depend upon the outcome of the
tests that he is making with his car.
The coach would be operated at a
speed of thirty miles an hour and
would save almost the entire expense
of maintaining a passenger train.
eight-passeng-

MANY

INTERCEDE

4.

--

of Watirs of Japs Ally.

COURT-MARTIALE-

The new
placer gold strike, which has been
kept dark for some two weeks, now
comes to the front with surprising deThe prospects are hat
velopments.
it will prove to be the largest placer
strike ever made in Colorado.
The find was made by two brothers
Italians, by the name of Cerino, while
digging a well on a ranch nine miles
southeast of Durango, near the New
Mexico line. They had sunk the well 35
feet when
a
they encountered
flow of- - water of about 100 gallons per
minute, which brought up quantities
of gravel.
Having been experienced
placer miners, they remembered that
gold had once been found nearby and
they started to test the gravel. In
two washtubs of it they produced a
nugget worth $3.50. This nugget was
shown in Durango and John C. Herr,
an assayer, formed a company to pros
pect the find. They found that the
gold ran very evenly In the gravel,
which produces about one cent
pound, or from $17 to $40 per ton. The
prospectors are now working the find
and have secured options on 3,000
acres of land surrounding the well.
Several shafts are being sunk. The
ground in the vicinity of the well has
been staked for a radius of three
miles by people from Durango.
Durango, Colo., May

THOUSANDS TO
BE USED IN REPAIRS.

Between the Employers and the

Striking Teamsters in the
City of Chicago.

MANYPEOPLEAREHURT
And

Overs Score

Are

Sent

on Account of Rioting
Get Worse.

ti

Hospitals

Situation

Chicago, May 4. On the nineteenth
anniversary of the Haymarket riot
when eight persons were suddenly
were
blown to pieces and sixty-sifrightfully wounded, the police again
today find themselves coping with the
mobs. Dynamite, however, is not
looked for in the present trouble except for the bare possibility from some
Irresponsible individual entirely unconnected with any organization.
x

Violence Shows No Cessation.
Chicago, May 4. With the employers preparing to address a demand for
troops, the violence in the teamsters
strike showed no cessation today. The
very first outbreak resulted in a fatality. A riot took place near the barns
of the Employers' Teaming Company
on Eighteenth Street near State.
Charles Riebling, a white man, was
standing in the midst of a crowd which
was Jeering a colored teamster, when
the negro picked up a cobble stone
and threw it Into the crowd. Riebling
was struck on the head and his skull
was fractured. His assailant escaped.
Clubs and Bricks Used Promiscuously.
Chicago, May 4. The mobs that
filled the streets in the business section today were larger and uglier
than on yesterday. There was fighting In all sections of the downtown
districts throughout the day, and over
a dozen times the police were compelled to use their clubs and the wagon guards, who are armed with heavy
canes, swung them whenever they
were attacked or thought an assault
was about to be made. In many cases
these guards were not careful whom
they hit, and a number of persons
were knocked down simply because
they happened to be the nearest man
to the stalwart guards carrying hick
ory clubs.
This was the case particularly in a
fight near the Majestic Hotel, when a
number of people who had Just
emerged from the place were charged
upon bs private detectives who were
in charge of a number of coal wagons, and badly beaten up. On the other hand, the strikers and their sympathizers were equally Indiscriminate In
assaulting people. There were a
number of instances where men entered street cars and wantonly attacked people in them, giving as a reason
later that they were strike breakers,
when in fact they had nothing whatever to do with the trouble. W. Jamison and Edward Boswell, the latter a
colored medical student were the
A
worst sufferers in this direction.
mob that boarded a State Street car
on which they were riding,
dragged
them off and beat them unmercifully.
Warren Morton, another colored man,
while passing Van Buren and Market
Streets, was proclaimed to be a strike
breaker and beaten almost to death.
Up to 7 o'clock tonight a score of men
had been taken to hospitals, with all
sorts of injuries. One of these, T. C.
Carlson, a superintendent employed
by Montgomery, Ward & Company,
may die. Carlson is in charge of the
automobile trucks of Montgomery.
Ward & Company, and was riding on
the first of a caravan of six machines
when it was passing the teamsters'
headquarters at 204 Madison Street
While his attention was occupied by
some of the machinery on one side of
the auto truck he was riding In, he
was struck by a brick hurled from a
headquarwindow of the teamsters
ters. A large gash was cut m the side
of his head and he sustained a violent
concussion of the brain. It Is expected that his injuries will prove fataL
In one fight at Harrison Street and
four men were
Michigan Avenue
knocked down by wagon guards and
carried off by their friends. Similar
occurrences were the rule whenever
the police charged Into a mob, and the

Trinidad.
May 4. Thousands of
dollars will be spent by the Santa Fe
Railway Company In Improving Its
tracks in the vicinity of Trinidad to
prowui
guard against floods and high waters. number murea iomgai
It is estimated that the cost to this closer to 75 than to 20.
Governor Deneen Will Act
road in damages by reason of the re
Chicago, May 4. As a result of the
cent floods will reach the neighbor
hood of $1,000,000. This Includes not ofrorta of Mavor Dunne. Governor
come 'to Chicago on Satonly the damages to the track and to Deneen will
with him. It
a
conference
for
urday
bridges and equipment but also the
loss of traffic and the expense of main- - j is quite likely that an effort will be
the employers and striktaining passengers while they were made to bring with
a view to a settleers
together
laid out here. J. D. Hurley, the newj
their
ment
of
controversy.
to
is
arrive
manager,
expected
general
In Trinidad in a few days to look over
the situation.
E. P. VALENTINE GETS
MERITED PROMOTION.
El Paso. May 4. E. P. Valentine
CLEVELAND'S NEW
CONSOLIDATED BANK. has been promoted from the position
Cleveland, O.. May 4. The new of special agent In charge of the
First National Bank of Cleveland has eleventh customs district at EI Paso
started business. It Is a consolidation to be special agent In charge of the
of the First National and the Euclid eighth, district which Includes all of
Park National Banks and has a capi- the atate of Florida. George T. Black
talization of $2,500,000. John Sherwln has been promoted from special em- is president, and there are three rice ploye of the eleventh district to laspector in charge of the same district
presidents and five cashiers.
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PROSPERITY OF

THE SHEEP
a

The Chicago Sheep Breeder,
monthly Journal devoted to the interests of the sheep growing industry of
the country, in a recent issue makes
the following comment concerning
on sheep raising recently pub
lished In the Detroit Free Press and
written by Walter M. Taber, of Philadelphia, who some years ago was a
resident near Glorieta in this county:
"Walter M. Taber, in Detroit Free
Press says: 'We have become a mutton eating people and there are eighty
millions of us to feed. The prices
rule high and the sellers have it all
their own way. The belief Is entertained by those in a position to know,
mat there will never be a surfeit of
good mutton and lamb in the Ameri
can market.'
"Mr. Taber is right, but states the
case mildly. There has not been a surfeit of really good mutton and lamb
in recent years, and so far as the sellers having It all their own way Is
concerned, they have enjoyed that
blessed realization for a year or more,
and there Is no combine powerful
enough to deprive them of It. The
buyers, killers and packers may stampede or manipulate the cattle and
hog markets, but the sheep and lamb
men are secure In the unobstructed
working of the law of demand and
supply. Nothing Is more certain or

the oldest
It is sent
Jo every jostofflce in the Territory,
a has a lars and growing circula
tion among the Intelligent and pro- - patent than the oft repeated assertion
iresslve people of the southwest.
of the Sheep Breeder that there are
not half enough sheep In the country
to supply the demand for mutton and
wool, nor will there be anything like
P
enough until we have one hundred millions of them and every farm and
ranch in the country has a flock equal
to Its area and economic needs."
IRRIGATION BY PUMPING.
The statement made by Mr. Taber
If a power pumping plant large
above is considered
and
enough to supply irrigation water for
six hundred acres at San Carlos, Ari- true by well posted sheep owners; proon wool Is
zona, is a profitable Investment for vided the present tariff
in
the
effect.
Under
late, unla- kept
the United States, it surely would
Cleveland
mented
administrations,
prove such for private enterprise unfor
der right management in the Santa Fe sheep brought very poor prices
mutton and their wool netted still lowa
is
If
one
such
And
plant
Valley.
er. The demand for mutton has grown
good thing, a dozen such plants would so
great, however, of late from the view
be still better. Cheap fuel, cheap laof meat supply, that sheep will always
unan
and
land
abundant
bor, cheap
derflow at a small depth, with the fin- be valuable and, as the United States
Its
est climate In the world and markets does not produce enough wool for
own
by,
nearly
consumption
thrown
into
and satisfactory prices
danger of wool
the bargain, ought to prove an at there Is no immediateassessment
rolls
farmer who getting lower. The
traction to the
do not give the real
in
this
Territory
must fight floods, drouths, grasshop
number of sheep owned and grazed
competition In the
pers and
east. It would need but a single de here. It Is believed, could the great
In the Territory be
monstration that farming can be made number of sheep
Mexico would
successful In this vicinity, even if the ascertained, that New
of
the
head
at
be
the
sheep raising
to
water for irrigation must be raised
In the United States,
the surface by pumping, to lead to the commonwealths
as the best and most reliable estiultimate reclamation of the entire San- mates
indicate that the number of
ta Fe Valley from the Canon to Pena
this
year In this Territory
sheep
Blanca and of the valleys of the Aron to six millions.
near
reaches
Galisteo
royo Hondo, the Chamiso, the
and other near by streams. Says the
William Rockefeller has offered free
Denver Republican:
of
charge the petroleum necessary for
"The experiments In Irrigation by
to
means of pumps, which will be made sprinkling the roads from Albany
In this state and In the vicinity of New York. This will lay the dust
and will harden
r.hvnnp. Wvomlne. by the depart- - during the summer

Tt

Mexican Is
In New Mexico.

New

.wspaper

one-hal- f,

cut-thro-

through the plains region, thus reclaiming from aridity what In the aggregate will be a large area. The
chief question Involved seems to be
whether an adequate amount of water
can be raised In this way to Irrigate
sufficient land to make the employment of the method profitable.
"It is evident that this method of
irrigating will tend toward Intensified
agriculture. Water raised by pumps,
whether wind or steam Is used, will be
too precious to be wasted. Farmers
will put it to the best practicable use
by growing crops yielding a high percentage of profit per acre.
"This Is the kind of agriculture Colorado and all the other arid states need.
of
They may leave the production
cereals to localities where farming can
be conducted without irrigation. The
reclaimed land of the arid states will
thus be used In growing crops that
command a high price per acre, but
which require careful tillage and close
attention to give the best results.
"Close or Intensified farming of this
kind makes it practicable to maintain
a large population per square mile. In
stead of dividing a square mile into
four farms of 160 acres each, it will
be divided into sixteen of forty acres
each. Instead of supporting an agricultural population of twenty per
square mile, farming of this kind will
support eighty. From this one may
see what Intensified farming means to
Colorado and hence what may be
looked for from any method of
convention of the
The forty-fourt- h
National Educational Association will
be held at Asbury and Ocean Grove,
The execNew Jersey, from July
utive committee has issued a bulletin
giving the official program and containing much other necessary information for teachers and others who desire to attend the convention. This
promises to be a large and Important
gathering of educators, and the New
Mexican hopes that the Territory of
New Mexico will be well represented
3--

at the convention by representative

'
,

educators and teachers of the Terri-- tory. As many teachers as can make
It convenient to attend this gathering
should be there, both to serve the interests of the commonwealth and for
their own benefit There is always
much to observe and a good deal to
learn at such gatherings, and educational papers which will be read there
must of very necessity be of great importance and moment. It is never too
late to learn even for professional educators and teachers.
-

to travel irom Aioany 10 iew iui
boat or airship. This Is a wicked and
cruel world Indeed.
Governor Hoch of Kansas while he
does not think much of the prohibition
statutes of his state will do all in his
power to enforce them. When asked
about it he said: "Of course, I will
laws. What
enforce the prohibition
did I take the oath of office for? I
of
shall undertake the enforcement
the prohibitory law just as I would
the enforcement of any other law."
Governor Hoch wouldn't be very bop-ula-r
at Albuquerque but he is the
right kind of an executive
In the recent strikes in Chicago it
the general
public comes in. Between the unions
and employers "the plain people" are
lost sight of. One of these days this
class of the citizenship of the United
States will get tired of this business
and will put a stop to It. This Is coming slowly but surely and, when It
does come, both parties to the controversy will suffer and "the people" wll'
come out on top.
Is difficult to see where

JAPANESE LABORERS COMING TO
THE UNITED STATES.
Russia has the sympathy of the labor unions of the United States which
are being aroused by a threatened invasion of Japanese labor. The steamship Olympia which anchored at Seattle this week brought 610 Japanese laborers who really ought to be in Asia
fighting Linevltch rather than competing with workmen in the United
States. The Orientals were brought
from Hawaii and an attempt is being
made to prevent their landing although
this effort Is likely to prove a failure.
The Japanese make good workmen, es
pecially as section and repair men on
railroads or In domestic service. Upon
general principles, if the Japanese are
willing to do our labor cheaply and
satisfactorily, It can result in no harm
to this nation or to its workingmen.
All the latter should do Is to have the
Japs do their work for them and
strive to get their share of Increased
wealth which cheap labor and re
duced cost of production would mean
to the nation. It ought to be an axiom
that the .more a nation produces and
the less the cost of production, the
wealthier the nation will become and
the more luxury and leisure each individual within Its bounds will have
within his reach. However, this is a
maxim which is utterly repudiated by
the labor unions which Insist upon the
false premise that will sooner or later
mean financial and Industrial ruin,
that curtailment of production and Increase in its cost means prosperity
for the workingmen.
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FOR WOMEN

WHO CANNOT BB CURED.
Backed up by over a third of a centr.i y
of remarkable and uniform cures, a rcenrl
such as no other remedy for the disean"
and weaknesses peculiar to women t v.t
attained, the proprietors and makers of I)t
now fee'
Pierce's Favorite Prescription
fully warranted in offering to pay $500 in
legal money of the United States, for any
case of Leucorrhea, Female Weakness Pro
lapsus, or Falling of Womb which they
cannot cure. All they ask is a fair ami
reasonable trial of their means of cure.
World's Dispensary Medical Asso
CIATION, Proprietors, Buffalo, N. Y.
Miss Stella Johnson, of
Brady St., Daytmi
" I was troubled with severe pr.iti.'
Ohio, writes

THE CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE

fire-pro- of

iivt-cU-

:

Ttt

,
and that I do
jmu-8icommend it as the
Andrew Carnegie Is still somewhat best cough yrup I have ever used.
ritamiflted with one of his nieces wno 25c, 50c, $1.00, at Fischer Drug Co.
married a coachman. What would he pany.
do if one of his nephews should marry
CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH REMEDY
the cook.
THE VERY BEST.
On Monday it was seven years ago
"I have been using Chamberlain's
that Dewey steamed victoriously Into Cough Remedy and want to say it is
Manila Bay and yet, but few thought the best cough medicine I have ever
Chubb, a merof the event and still fewer celebrated taken," says Geo. i
chant of Harlan, Mich. There is 110
It. Such Is fame.
question about its being the best, as
Joint Statehood It will cure a cough or cold In less
The,
Leaguers think they are the only pa time than any other treatment. It
triots In the Territory. All opposed to should always be kept in the house
them are mere low down partisans It. ready for instant use, for a cold can
be cured in much less time when
their opinion.
promptly treated. For sale by all
The pay department of the Russian druggists.
army has struck General Kuropatkln
the worst blow he has yet received. INVALUABLE FOR RHEUMATI8M
I have been suffering for the past
His salary L..S been reduced forty per
few years with a severe attack of
cent
rheumatism and found that Ballard's
was the only thing
Owing to the antics of the weather Snow Liniment
me
and tended
satisfaction
that
Fe
gave
on
Santa
the
service
train
man,
March
to
24th,
alleviate
my
pains.
demoralized
a
in
Railway has been
condition for the last week or ten 1902, John C. Degnan, Kinsman, Ills.
25c, SOc and $1.00 at Fischer Drug Co.
days.
.

.

ELLIS, Prop.

and stcamheated
The most conveniently loccted ar donly
Hotel in the city. Electric li ht: , baibs sr-- itniisiy plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
Everything up to r ate. I
throughout
connected. Fine Sample Poem for Ccrrmeicial Men.

ailvi-every month when I wrote to you for
After following your directions, I am happy
I
untold
of
five
after
suffering
that
years
have not had any pains since first using yon'
and
God
Vr
I
thank
'Favorite Prescription.'
R. V. Pierce for the health I now enjoy. I slial
who suffer as I did to um
urge other women
your medicine "
Take Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets instead

-

H

GO

liquors and cigars that can be
obtained and sell at a reasonable
prices.
All of our employes will treat
you in a courteous manner.
We have all of the popular
games and you can spend a
pleasant hour or twoat any time.

This is due to th
and well preserved.
fact that it has received prompt attentiu,
when any signs of weakening were sh"w.
may keep
So the woman of
and preserve her good looks '
she gives immediate attention to the fn.'
symptoms of any womanly weakness.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription prom;;'
strength
ly cures disease and restores
women who are weakened by an?
down h
run
are
and
womanly disease
maternal and household cares.

There is a great railway strike on
in Italy and this is proving not so
About
very bad for this country.
thousand immigrants from
twenty-fivthe poorest sections of that country of ny other laxative.
have been prevented from coming to
CURED CONSUMPTION.
the United States by the strike. "It
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Charwater, Kan.,
is an ill wind that blows no one any
writes: "My husband lay sick for three
good."
months. The doctors said he had
We procured a
announce
consumption.
quick
dispatches
Telegraphic
of
Hobound
Ballard's
over
bottle
Syrup,
embezzled
that Mr. Bigelow who
was six years
a million dollars while president of a and it cured him.
Milwaukee bank, Is feeling badly. No ago and since then w - --have always
.
We candoubt! But what about the people kept a bottle in the hocoughs and
whose money he embezzled? Are they not do without it. Fc
colds it has no equal." 25c, 50c and 1
of any consequence?
at Fischer Drug Co.
Officials of the Standard Oil ComRHEUMAFROM
pany now assert that the name of the WHY SUFFER
to
TISM?
be
should
changed
corporation
Why suffer from rheumatism when
Slandered Oil Company. They are
feeling very badly over n the newspa- one application of Chamberlain's Pain
Is getting. Balm will relieve the pain? The quick
per notoriety their pon-relief which this liniment affords
cco. The makes rest and sleep possible, and
Heads are
offered a that alone is worth many times Its
Sultan of thai
for the cost. Many who have used It hoping
standing rewart
d the only for a short relief from suffering
em
his
of
heads
ihoul- - have been happily surprised to find
off
heads are cut
t
that after awhile the relief became
ders.
Mrs. V. H. Leggett of
permanent.
U. S. A., writes :
Yum
Yum,
Tennessee,
A Chicago physlcia
"I am a great sufferer from rheumaof the faculty of the
tism, all over from head to foot, and
serts that people do n
Chamberlain's Pain Balm Is the only
dirt. What! Not eat en
hlng that will relieve the pain." For
Chicago?
'e by all druggists.
n hft conu
e

The

the Mayflower
to attract the attention of

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in
Building Cornet Plaza end San Francisco Street.

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
Santa, 3Pe, iTsw Xnfxlco
Taslilngrtori
--

&."u-eaa.ta.e
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THE FIRST

JMTIOPL BAM i

OF SANTA FE.
The oldest banking Institution In New
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
HENRY L. WALDO, Vle9 Preside- --

blished In 1870.
IN, Cashier.
DHEAD,
jnt Cashier.

M

.j

Profits $55,000.

Loans
siness In all its branches.
...w.t lavorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds arid stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers of monoy to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposit at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month's or year's term
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In the banking line, and
aims to extend to them as liberal treatment In all respects, as is con
slstent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety De
posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully
money-transmittin- g

Non-Partlsa- n

Charles M. Schwab is trying to conThe Czar's government needs
vince Emperor Nicholas that. If he
.Shake! A whole lot of them
gives him the contract, he, Charley,
here are In the same fix.
will construct a Russian navy that
shall be twenty per cent better and
If the rains keep up, the adobe will
superior in every way that makes up
to go. It wasn't Intended for a
have
owned
a good navy to any other
by
any government If Charles succeeds humid climate.
in this, he is a "good one."
"DO YOU KNOW."
The supposition is that no one wants
Some alleged reformer advocates
whlnbev any more than they do
that politics should not be allowed to nnnr
(.vw.
j
or ten, yet they rurchase it
coffee
of
postmasin
the
poor
appointment
figuro
ters. Why not? If a man is a good not knowing the difference. The best
and shrewd politician and is honest, costs no more. We handle bonded
"THIS CLUB."
he generally makes an excellent offi- goods exclusively.
cial and, where there are some rtis
GOVERNMENT wUARAN'Et.
honest politicians, there are many
honest ones.
"Uncle Sam's" guarantee goes with
bottle of whisky Bold at the
French duel in sr methods are com In "Club." Goods bought to bond only.
into vogue in the south. Two young Nose better at any place or st any
lawyers at Birmingham. Alabama, re price.
cently indulged in shooting at eaca
w

How's This?

other ten times with the result that
one of the bullets bit a bystander.
Where, oh where, are the days of

We Offer One Hundred Dollar Reward for
117 ee.ee of Catarrh that cannot be cured bj
HaU'sCatan-- &S.HBT
cQ
chivalry!
have known P. J.
w. ,k. mhiImmIviimI.
IS
I
and believe hime
t
the
for
year
Cheney
rm-tionnonoraoie in an oum
.In one of his recent sermons Rev. nerfeetly
able
to
carry out any
and financially
firm.
said: The obligation made by this
Gladden
Washington
Mbviw.
Waldiho, Kihk l a.Toledo.
O.
Standard Oil Company has played conWholesale Drare-iat-

Hl!-Cure la taken internally.
tinually with stacked cards and loaded aetinir ratarrh npon
the blood and mil com
dice." The reverend gentleman must eurfaeeadirectly
of the yatera. Teatimoniale aent
75
eenta
Dome, sota or au
Price
per
have been "ou to the game" some time Di inflate
Take Hall's family Pilli for eonatlpatioa.
or other.
a

HOW TO WARD OFF OLD AGE.
The most successful way of warding
off the approach of old age is to maintain a vigorous digestion. This can be
done by eating only food suited to
your age and occupation, and when
any disorder of the stomach appears
take a dose of Chamberlain's Stomach
and liver Tablets to correct it If you
have a weak stomach or are troubled
with indigestion, you will find these
tablets to be Just what you need. For
sale by all druggists.
While a billpus attack is decidedly
unpleasant it is quickly over when
Chamberlain's stomach and Liver Tab
lets are used. For sale by all
GIVE8 HEALTH, VIGOR AND TONE.
Herblne is a boon tor sufferers from
aneamla. By its use the blood is quickly registered and the color becomes
normal. The drooping strength is revived. The languor is diminished.
Health, vigor and tone predominate.
New life and happy activity results.
Mrs. Belle H. ShlreL Middlesborough,
Ills, writes: "I have been troubled
with liver complaint and poor blood,
and have found nothing to benefit me
like Herblne. I hope never to be with
out it I have wisLed that I had
known of It in my husband's lifetime."
SOc at Fischer Drag Co.

'he reasons are obvious
why yotf should patronize.

OUR PLACE
Only High Grade Liquors and Cigars
!
--

Kept in Stock

,

COURTEOUS TREATMENT TO ALL

W. R. PRICE, Pf op.

Telephone No. 17.

257

Indian

egeleerg

Sao Francisco Street.

ana meiicaa wares ana Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn
Work, Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

Chas. Wagner Ftftnito te Co.
Dealer in

Furniture. Queensware, Cuttlerj

Tinwaie-Stove- s

and Banges,
Household

Goods

of All

Easy PaymentsBuy sod Sell all kinds of

Dtf imilq am EMamicg Pictefe
Chaa. Wafnac Uoanaed Embalmar

Keeidence 'Phone Ko. t.

Kinds

Bold oa

-

Scoer--

Escddoooi

STtJorr
Franctoco Street.

Telephone No. 10.

8aa

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thtffsday, May 4, J 905.
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MAXWELL
--

FARING LAJDS

ipE

ture.

GOLD MINES.
On this grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the
gold mining districts of Elizabethtown and Baidy, where important
mineral discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated
ground may be made under the mining regulations of the company,
which are as favorable to the prospector as the U. S. Government
laws.
Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the coal mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found
at good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that
farming or prospecting can not bo successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

RATO V, NE WsMJSXICOCOROpDO CAFE
Meals

&

21

meals for

Strictly First Class Short Orders Served a la Carte. Meals from
up, according to Our Bill of Fare.

$4--

15c

I

San Francisco Street, Next toICartwrlght Davis Co's Store.

KEICK
HENRY
agent for Lemp's St. Louis Beer.

soi

All Kinds Of Mineral Water, Mail Orders
Promptly Filled. The'tTrade Supplied From
One Pottle to a Carload.
GUADALUPE STREET. SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO. Phone No.

38

Santa Fe Central Railway System
ROUTE,

via

TORRANCE 0 ATE WAY.

Connecting with the E. P. A N. E. and Chicago, Rock Island t& Pacific R. R.
Shortest line out of Santa Fe.. or New Mexico, to Chicago, Kansas;CltyorSt Loius
When you

travel take

th,

BEST, SAFEST

THE NEW LINK

ROAD
Fine chair cars, elegant
Pullmans and Tourist cars,
cars.
superb dining
"BEST ON WHEELS."

c entr'a u

Tickets on sale to Chicago
Kansas City, St. Louis, E
Paso and all points East.
We also sell
tickets

NEW MEXICO

Via the Cunard Steamship
Line, the Od Dominion
Steamship Company, and
the North German Lloyd
Lln6,

Fast Freight
Special
Line arranged five to six
days from Chicago, Kansas
City and St. Louis.
4

Shortest line to. El Paso, Mexico, a nd the southwest
route to California via Santa Fe Central, El
Southern

The

only

first-clas- s

and

Pacific.

Closs connections at Torrance with THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED fast
trains for all points east and west. Service unsurpassed. Dining, Library
and Pullman Cars of the latest pattern. Berths reserved by wire.
TRY OUR ROUTE.

Pres.

&

Gen'l Manager.

J. A. KNOX,

Traveling F. and P.

A

os?AwfrfH?afodrcs

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
the digestive organs In perfect condition, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, keep you in good health.
IT
TO-DA- Y.

AH Druggists.

Advertising Gets Trade-T- ry

Celebrated Frey Patent

BOOK.

0J0 CALIEfJTE HOT SPRINGS.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor

H. C. Yontz

h

Are sure Indications of some form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake yon. Don't risk it, and above all,
xtajce caiomei or qninine dow are dangerous

ma

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

JEWELIJY

S. B. GRIMSHAW.
G. F. ft P. n)

W. H. ANDREWS.

K-

SANTA FE ROUTE

TO EUROPE.

CONNECTING ALL THE
G R EAT RAI LWAY SYSTEMS

11

OPENING

SHORTEST

I

Printing

I

AL80 HANDLE BOTTLED cX LIFORNIA CHAMPAGNE CIDER.

SUNSHINt

New Mexican

Taos County.
Theodore Kuntzen, a mining expert
from Omaha, Nebraska, was at Red
River last week. He is interested in
mining properties in that district with
Charles Brink.
Eric Anderson, after two years' absence at Tellurlde, Colorado, is at TJROPOSALS
FOR K.RN. llenartment of
Red River looking after his interests
the Interior. Office of Indian Affairs
D.
C, April 8. 195. Sealed Pro
in the Black Hawk group near the Edi Washington,
endorsed "pr posals for stone barn
son mill. M. Nadock Is interested posals,
iOiinl school. New Mexico, and addressed to
the Commissioner rf Indian Affairs, Wash
with him in the group.
ington. D. C. will be received at the Indian
Lincoln County.
Hire until 2 o clock p. m.. of May II. 1905, for
and delivering the necessary
.
John L. Wiggins, manager of the furnishing'
materials and labor required to construct
a stone barn at the Ziini school.
; Pittsburg
Ore Reduction
Company, andcomn'ete
New Mexico, in strict accordance with the
has returned to Nogal from Joplin plans
and specifications and instructions to
Missouri. He purchased a Wllfly con bidders, which may' he examined at this Of
tice, the offices of The Citizen". Albuquer
centrating table, two sets of rolls and que.
New Mexico, "The New Mexican . Santa
New Mexico, the V. S. Indian Wareotner macninery for the company s Fe,
houses. 265 South Canal Street. Chicnero. 111.
plant on the Bonito. A contract has 119 Wooster Street, New York City. MS Howbeen let for 20,000 feet of logs and 200 ard Street, Omaha. Neb.. B02 South Seventh
St. Lotus. Mo., i'i
ashincrton Street,
cords of wood. The work of install htreet.
San Franr-iscoCai., and at the school. For
D. I). Graham
to
inf
mat
ion
further
ir
apply
ing the machinery was commenced on
zuiil, new Mexico. ;. t
superintendent,
L IKKAKKE. Acting Commissioner.;
Monday.
Grant County.
A claim, in the Plnos Altos Dis lROPOSALSFOR BUILDINGS ETC. Do- pnrtment of the Interior, Office of Indian
trict and four and a half miles north Affairs.
Washington. D. C Atril 26, 19)5.
of Silver City, and one of eleven Sealed Proposals,
endorsed Proposals for
at the San Juan School. New
Buildings, etc.
claims owned by R. K. Clark was re Mexieo,
to the Coiin-- sloner
and addrei-seIndian Affairs. Washington, D. C will be
cently sold to a Milwaukee investor of
Office
clock p. m
received
at
this
who has started active development of May HI. 19o5, for until i othe
necessary
furnishing
of the property. A hoist, a fourteen materials and labor required to construct
and
water
and
buildings,
complete
horse power engine and a seventeen system, etc., at the San Juan School,sewer
Ni w
horse power boiler have arrived from Mexico. In strict accordance with plans and
to
instructions
bidders.
and
--JtAITOFACTUKKK
the east and are being installed. There specifications
which may be examined at tins office the ofis a 100 foot shaft on the claim and fice of the "Imnrovemont Bulletin", Minnea
polis, Minn., "Construction News", Chicago,
this is to be sunk 300 to 400 feet more III..
"A i erican Contractor' , Chicago, ill.
N. M., "New Mex
in order that the ore body may be "Citizen", Albuquerque,
ican", Santa Fe. N. M., "Chronicle , San
thoroughly exploited. The ore carries Francisco. Cal . and "Times '. I.os Angeles,
, the "Builders and Traders' Exchanges",
gold, silver and copper values and Is Cal
Omaha. Neb.. Milwaukee, wis. St. Paul,
but a stone's throw from the new nar Minn.. MlnueaDolis. Minn., the Board of
row gauge railroad which is being Trade. Durau? o. Col.. Northwestern Manu
St. 1'aul, Minn., the
facturers
built to Plnos Altos from Sllve U. S. IndianAssociation,
Warehouses. 265 South Canal
111.. H9 Wooster St., New York
St.
Chicago.
City. Water and wood for fuel and Citv. 601 South Seventh St.. St. Louis. Mo..
Howard St., Omaha, Neb , Zi Washington
timbering are plentiful in the imme 815
St. San Francisco, ta'., and at the school
diate vicinity.
For further information aonlv to W. T
C. Emory Stebens of New York re- Sholton Superintendent. Shlprook, NewMex- loo, C. r . LAKKAUbu, Aotiug i;om i issioner
wiltu cm1 o v m
SOntlv
,
rf nlnlma
viaiiua
iuiv,uiacu a- iiumuci vs.
j ntt
from Nathan Fischer at Chloride Flat,
THE LEGISLATIVE MANUAL.
j lie is working a force of men
upon
The
Legislative Manual for 1905, 01
reclaims.
these
Mr. Stevens also
Book
for New Mexico, historical
Blue
cently acquired a lead carbonate
claim in the Plnos Altos district from and official compendium of value to
R. F. Clark. Considerable development every business man and officer and of
304 pages.
work has been done on this claim and interest to every citizen,
the showing is a very good one. Mr, Price $1.50. Address the New Mexi
Stevens and a mining expert will visit can Printing Company, Santa Fe.
Grant County in the near future.
THE YEAR 'ROUND.
Market Conditions.
The Bon Ton does business at the
The Engineering and Mining Jour- old
stand, and people who go there
nal reviews market conditions as fol- once
will go there again.
Why? Belows:
best and more for
cause
the
get
they
The metal markets have been gen- their
money than any place in Santa
erally quiet. In copper there has been Fe. Go once and you will go all the
some uncertainty, chiefly owing to political conditions abroad. At home the time.
consumption Is very large, and it is
Have your stationery printed by the
evident that manufacturers are upJng New
Mexican Printing Company.
do
their
stocks
up
rapidly, but they
not yet seem ready to come into the
FLAT :
: BLANK :
market, perhaps hoping for lower SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILWAY.
prices.
Time Table.
In other metals there Is little Leave Santa Fe
1 p. m.
8:10 p. m.
change. Tin has shown the usual fluc- Arrive Torrance
tuations. Lead consumption is steady, Leave Torrance..
8:30 p. m
with no special incident. Spelter is Arrive Kansas City
8:40 p. m.
perhaps a little stronger, but shows Vrrive St. Louis ..7:55 a. m. 2d Day
rhese Celebrated Hot Springs are these waters has been thoroughly testno important change.
12 noon 2d Day
Arrive Chicago
located
in the midst of the Ancient ed by the miraculous cures attested to
m
Silver has been quiet and rather Leave Santa Fe
1Pdull. The political conditions in the Arrive Torrance. . ,
8:10 p. m Cliff Dwellers, tw nty-3v- e
miles west In the following diseases: Paralysis,
east are affecting this market some- --leave Torrance
11:12 p. m of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright's Disease of the
Neuralgia, Consumption,
what.
6:07 a. m. 1st Day
Arrive El Paso
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc-a neys, 8yphilltlc ana" Mercurial AffecThe iron and steel markets are, in
Station, on the Denver aad Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, aV
the main, quiet, though consumption
Grande Hallway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Boar'
continues extremely large, and manudally line of stages runs to the Springs. lodging and bathing 12.60 per day; $1
facturers are all active. Requirements
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
The temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
for material are filled for some time
from 90 to 1 22 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for 8aata Fs
ARRIVE.
ahead, however, and new orders are
rather slow.
12:01 p. m. carbonic Altitude, 6,000 feet Climate train upon request This resort is at
No. 721
the year tractive at all seasons, aad is open all
In the west the coal markets are No. 723
6:15 p. m. very . y and delightful
Is
a
now
commodious
round
There
winter. Passengers for OJo Calient
lake
of
the
m.
the
9:35
feeling
beginning
p.
No. 725
hotel (or the convenience of invalids can leave 8anta J e at t a. m., and
movement; otherwise, they are quiet,
DEPART.
contain reach OJo Callente at 4 ; . m. the same
and prices are not strong. In the east No. 720
9 a.m. and tourists. These waters
24
to the day. Fare for rouna trip from Santa
of
alkaline
salts
both the bituminous and the anthra- No. 722
l,68C
m.
4:20 p.
grains
cite markets are steady and without No. 724
7:10 p. m. ral'r a, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to OJo Callente, 17.40. For further
change.
No. 720 connects with Noe. 2 and 10, 8r:.:is in the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
Concentrates.
eastbound.
The vara is a variable unit of measNo. 722 connects with No. 1 west
ure being different in different parts
No. 724 connects with Nos. 7 and 9
OJo Callente. Taos County. N. M
of Central and South America. It is west bound.
the Spanish yard. In Spain it is 32.87
Passengers for all points between
inches, in California 33.37 Inches.
and Albuquerque except Kenne
Lamy
A pair of shovelers will load from
Los Cerrlllos, will take 722 from
and
dy
the ground into a mine car about 30 Santa Fe and No. 1 from Lamy.
MANTJNACTTJRBR OP
tons on a shift of ten hours, if shovNos. 7 and 9 will make no stops ex
DEALER IN
eling from an iron plate, and if the cept Los Cerrlllos and Kennedy.
exican Filigree
material does not require much sledgH. S. LTJTZ. Agent.
Cloch. Jewelry
ff
atches,
ing.
City ticket office. Catrcm block, east
Mine fires will smoulder for years. side
Plata.
and Hand Painted Oina
One can never be certain that the
affire has been extinguished. Even
InRepair of Fine Watches and Jewelri Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugi and
ter it Is thought to have been put out,
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
G.
&.
R.
SYSTEM
D.
of air will often cause
West Side Plazi, Santa Fe, N. M.
combustion to become violent again.
Santa Fe Branch.
While it is true that frequently a
TIME TABLE.
large number of stringers coming to
Effective November 7th, 1904.
THE WABASH IMPROVING.
THE WABASH IN THE LEAD.
the surface unite at depth, it by no
who
In
Joint
Norton,
represented
line with its policy of ImproveAgent
wmnr booud
means follows that this will always be HIT BOD BP
lines
terminal
Louis
during
St
twenty
ment
in passenger service, the Wabaab
the case. If these stringers carry Ho. 42 Mii.br
Noi2S
Station!
the World's Fair, has made a state- line has uniformed its Cafe Car Walt
moderately rich ore it is always worth 1:00 a ...0. ..L ..Santa Fe .Ar. S:30p ment of the number
of tickets passing
while sinking and cross cutting in or.Lt. l:2p
..84.
..Eapanola
the
office, which ers on the "Banner Blue Limited" be
validating
through
126.D
..Kmbudo
..IB.
2:11
not
p
der to see if a number of them do
.
one-fift..Barranca
number tween St Louis anu Chicago, with
total
..61.
the
shows
ll:3np
" 10:29 p
unite and form a payable body of ore. 3Kp
..Servilleta
4:UZ p . ..81.
white Tuxedo coats and low cut black
..TretPiedras. " 10:00 o handled were Wabash tickets.
4:32 p ...91..
"
8 10p
vests.
..Antonito
The new uniform i very strik6:35 p 12ft..
"
..Alamosa
Bankers, merchants and business 831p ,.13..
and
attractive.
40
12
ing
it
..Pueblo
p
Advertise, pays.
..287..
men generally should hear In mind 8:00a
..Colo Spring. " 11:07 p
4:22 a. .331..
8:31
Lt
..Denver...
p
that the bindery of the New Mexican 7:20 a. .406...
Printing Company manufactures the
dinner
Embudo
(or
Trains stop at
beet hooks, such as journals, ledgers, where
good meals are served.
cash hooks, day books etc. In the
Fresh Fruits in Season!
Connections.
Fresh Flowers all the Time I
southwest, at the lowet possible
Silverton
for
Antonlto
At
Durango,
first-class
Loose
shape.
prices and In
Intermediate
leaf ledgers a specialty. Satisfaction andAt Alamosa forpoints.
Denver, Pueblo and
New
call
the
or
at
guaranteed. Write
Intermediate points via e iher the standMexican Printing office for samples ard gauge line via La Vets Pass or the
narrow gauge via Sallda, making the
entire trip In day light and passing
LEARN TO SAY NO."
GORGE
San Miffa. Street, Near the Old Church. Santa Fe, N. M.
When people ask you to eat else- through the FAMOUS ROYAL
branch.
where than the Bon Ton, always say also tor all points on Creede
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations, Floral
3. E Hooper, G. P. A ,
"no," for that is the best short order
Colo
Denver
house in the city. Also regular meals
Design. Telephone No. 12, P. 0. Box 457.
A. S. Basnet,
X
may be had, either In the public or
Traveling Pauenger Agent
private dining rooms.

lank Hooks and

G. LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor
34

i

,

-

RESTURAftT

at all hours. Recnlar meals 35c.
lodging 25c.

LAUNDRY.
De
"PROPOSALS FOR BRICK
.
Dflrtmeut Of thft
lifting nt TnHin
fl
lUA
ll C
Affairs WA.hlh.lnn
ln.il
Sealed Proposals, endorsed "Proposals for
hetiool. New Mexico'
January,
AiDiiqiiorque
and addressed to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs. Washington, U.C.. will be received
at the Indian Office until two o clock d. m
of Monday. Mny S, 1905. for furnishing and
delivering the necessary materials and labor
required to construe' and complete a brick
laundry building-- with plumbing, at the ANew Mexico, in strict aclbuquerque
cordance with plans. sDeciUotinns and in
structions to bidders, which may be examined
in this (JUice. the offices of the t itizen, Albu
querque, New Mexico, and New Mexican
Fe, New Mexico: the U S. Indian
w arehouses at 26n South Canal St., Chicago,
111.. 6 2 South Seventh t., St Louis. Mo , 815
Howard St., Omaha. Neb., and 119 Wooster
St-- . New
York, and at th school For further
Information apply to James K. Allen. S11
Albuquerque, New Mexico. F,
perintendent,
E. Ltl !PP, Cemmissloner.
TlitAt-inr-

'

Company

Co

Lap Grajit

MMNG.

AND

Sierra County.
W. W. Williams, manager of the
Black Peak Mining Company, writes
from Boston that his company intends
to resume operations in Sierra County upon a large scale in the near fu

IRIGATIOfi SYSTEfy

These farming lands with perpetual water rights fire now being offered for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land
with perpetual water rights from $ 17 to $25 per acre, according to
location. Payments may be made in ten year installments. Alfalfa,
grains, fruits of all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

TheoFIaxweix

MINES

r'

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

I

It

The Clarendon Garden
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Pica's IJanan Dr ess Shoes

PERSONAL

ty, Despite the Recent Rains and
Bad Weather.

P. D. Lewis, grocery salesman of
Trinidad, was a business visitor today
In the city.
A. T. Kellogg, of Portland, Oregon,
was a business visitor in Santa Fe
this morning.
J. Caminsky, traveling man from
Kansas City, called today on his trade
in the Capital City.
F. L. Devere, of Duluth, Minnesota,
who Is visiting the southwest, Is regSkin-milit- ary
Kid.
istered at the Claire.
lace."
A. R. Manby, at Taos, who has been
In the city on business, returned this
morning to his home.
M. T. Moriarty, ranchman of the Esbusiness visitor
tancia Valley, was
If you want your Feet to appear well daring: the Social season
In the city this morning.
Let me Dress them.
W. W. Petty, traveling out of Kan
Every Width and every Size.
sas City, called this morning on his
to
$7.00
$5.00
$6.00
customers in the Capital City.
W. H. Ferguson, representing a shoe
manufacturing firm of Chicago, called
today on his trade in the city.
L. J. Heyn called today on the merchants of the Capital City in the interests of a Denver wholesale house.
Judge A. J. Abbott will leave the
city tomorrow for Lacuna where he
goes on business connected with the
Indians.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellas Clark, who
have been visiting for a few days in
the Capital City, left today for their
home In Alcalde.
W. S. Alexander,
representing a
wholesale meat house of Pueblo was
this morning talking meat to the
butchers of Santa Fe.
F. A. Fletcher, of Chicago, Interviewed the dry goods merchants of
I
Where did you get tbat bat? at SALMON'S jf course.
always get my hats there
Santa Fe today in the Interests of a
Best Hats, and no fancy prices. II you want a good Hat go
Best Styles Best Assortment
wholesale
dry goods house.
to SALMON'S for yours. The Spring Styles are all la and they're handsome. Just come
S.
hardware salesman
L,
Bigelow,
from there Oo at once and you can get anything you want in the bat line.
from Denver, who has been In Santa
Fe on a three days' business trip left
this morning for Albuquerque.
S. N. Akeyson and family, who have
Its a comfort to pick from a broad and handsome Collection of Fancy Shirts, to note bow
been visiting in California for several
smart looking and well made they are, and yet know what they will coast you.
weeks, were In the city this morning
en route to their home in Alamosa.
ONLY ONE DOLLAR AND A QUARTER
A. E. Laudenslager, traveling salesman for the Cartwright & Brother
Then my Shirts always wholesale grocery firm, left this mornthe overland route, for points
fit comfortable Bosoms Ining,thevianorthern
part of the Territory.
are plain, or pleated; cuffs L. M.
Graham, of New York City,
attached or separate.
who has been on a pleasure trip
through the south and west, was regIf I can't give vou a istered at the Palace today. Mr. Graham says that the climate and scenery
splenled $1.25 Shirt Idont of New Mexico are "the best yet."
know where ou can get G. W. Bond, of the G. W. Bond &
It.
Brother Mercantile Company, of
was In the Capital City this
morning, en route to his home in Trin:T
T
idad, after having spent several days
the Estancla Valley on business.
and daughter,

i

A letter from Frank Staplin states
ihat he has been much delayed in get
ting his uew paper started at Farmington. San Juan County, owing to the
difficulty in getting his outfit to that
town. The roads are almost impassable and freighting has been out of the
-

question for several days.

orColt

heels,

I have Exclusive Styles in Men's Shoes

ILLNESS THROUGH LACK
OF DISINFECTION.

SERAPIO MARQUEZ
DIED AT TULAROSA.
M. Seraplo Marquez died at Tula-roson April 29, 1905, at 5:30 in the
morning. Deceased was well known
In Otero County, having been appointed as a county commissioner by Governor Otero In 1899. The funeral took
place on Sunday, April 30, interment
being made in the cemetery of the
Catholic Church at Tularosa. He
leaves a wife and four children.
M.

$(.25 Shirts.

AUCTION SALE
OF FURNITURE
AND HOUSEHOLD EFFECTS.
I will sell at public auction at the
residence of the late Edward L. Bart
lett, beginning Wednesday, May 3d,
1905, at 2:30 o'clock, p. m., and con-

tinuing from day to day thereafter a.
the same hour until disposed of, an
the furniture and other household effects of the late .uward L. Bartlett,
consisting of the general - household
furniture of a ten row"
. t
..
;
music, book,
--

"". v

.ors.

DAVID S. LOWITZtVl

M i illft
228 San Francisco Street.

DreDand's
A

Santa Fe, N. M

;.

Up-to-Da-

te

of New Mexico,
N. M , May

The Lowest
Priced House in
the City for Fine

JioP

Goods.

For Half a
Leading Dry
Goods House
of the City.
Phona 36.

P. O. Box 219.

OTTO RETSCH, Propr.

The Plaza Restaurant
Situated

the Catron Block.

In

WEEKLY TABLE BOARD $4.50. MEALTICKET,
REGULAR MEALS 35 CENTS.

21

MEALS, $6.00.

Shot t Of (lets
A.T ALL ZECOTJIR, OIF1

ZDAZ"

S

Strictly Aletropolr
Fresh Ranch

.e

;

Buttr

,"'vrr.. '

,'..

r,, "

,

D ON

SHORT

G. A. R
5th-6t-

1905.

For this occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to Albuquerque and
return at one fare for the round trip
dates of sale May 3d to 6th inclusive
good to return until May 8th, 1905.
H. S. LUTZ,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M
COMFORTS OF TRAVEL.

The porter on the California Limited
this winter will be prepared to press a
gentleman's trousers while he waits
This is a new wrinkle, Introduced for
the benefit of fastidious dressers.
isn t absolutely necessary to carry
along an extra pair of trousers'either
the porter works while you sleep.
REMINGTON TYPEWRITER.
Wanted, clean cotton rags. For
short time we will pay 4c a pound foi
clean rags. New Mexican Printing

Low Rate Spring Trips
To Sunny California
Yoo can

go

to

California

any day 'between March
tst "and May 15th for
$25.00, a little more than
half fare one way.

All the way

Travel comfortably in tourist
Pullman or chair car
Anunusual oppurtunity to inspect California farm lands.

H. S. Lutz, Ticket Ascot
A.
T. &. S. P. Ry.,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

""upaay.

d

"A POINTER."

brightens p a sluggish
brain; bad whisky will make a slug
gard out of you. "Uncle Sam" Joins vt
in assuring; on only the purest at
"THB CLUB."
Good whisky

THE OLD CURIO STORE

J. 8. OANDIUBIO
801

San

Fraaatoo 8t.

LAS CRUCES,

Louis
pointed
mosillo,
of New

Hostetter, who has been ap
United States consul at HerMexico, is a former resident
Mexico. He was a member of
the dry goods firm of Doll and Hos
tetter, which failed at Albuquerque in
the early '80s, and went from that
city to Las Cruces, where he was for
years connected in a responsible posi
tion with Martin Lohman's general
wholesale and retail
merchandise
store. About a year ago he left Las
Cruces and moved with his family to
-

Trade

with
progressive.

advertaaers

they art

MRS. JOHN KOURY-

-

In-la-

airsapair

Wholesale and Retail Dealer

TO EL PASO.
The Santa Fe will sell tickets to El
Paso and return at rate of $16.10 on
May 3rd, 4th and 5th", good for return
passage until May 8th.

Omaha, Nebraska, where his brother GENERAL MERCHANDISE, BOOTS,
SHOES AND DRY GOODS.
is editor of the Omaha Bee. It
was through the influence of Editor
Rosewater that he secured his appointment as consul.

SELLING CHEAP

3

ID

la

Indian and lexican Curios

is

Our stock Is the largest In the city and we are
adding goods every day.
We Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money
after you have visited other stores and obtained,
prices, call on ns and get oar price

We are here to stay. We are not cloefns; out

stock, bnt increasing it every day. This is the
oldest established native carlo store in Santa Fe.
P, ft. BOX J46 We like the business and yon will always find ns at
the Quo STAND ready to please yon.

a a Sip Hog

CVD

edl I c odo
d

General System Builder, a Perfect Blood Purifier
What you need at this Season of the Year

MEL APJD'S PHARMACY
-

I

.

.

Aiduh.. que,

Tinware, Hardware,
Carpets, Stoves,
Ranges. Etc.

Slim.

0

Announces the
Arrival of a New
and
Line of Muslin
Underwear.

FRESH BUTTERMILK DAILY.

Furniture, Queensware

WAS FORMERLY FROM

Bros Co.

a

MON.

WALL PAPER.

1903.

Century the

E. W. Webb's child at Lordsburg
has been quite ill with scarlet fever
which was taken In rather a peculiar
manner. Nearly two years ago Mrs.
H. D. Wright had the same disease
and after she recovered she moved to
Texas, leaving part of her household
goods at Mr. Webb's house in boxes.
A short time ago Mr. Webb opened
these goods and it is believed that the
in this
disease was communicated
manner. This only goes to show the
extreme Importance of a thorough disinfecting of all articles which have
had a chance to become Infected during any Illness of such character.

SAY, BROWIT

Incorporated

Sdipian

However,

to begin publication within a short
time. Although the rainy weather of
the past two weeks and more has delayed everything to some extent in
that county, it has at the same time
been a great advantage to the farmers. Crops are In prime condition.
The fruit trees are In full bloom for
sixty miles along the Animas River
and for lesser distances along its tributaries, and all things point to a phenomenally successful year for San
Juan County. The railroad grading
has also been delayed to some extent
by the bad weather, but It is now being pushed rapidly for a distance of
nearly forty miles, including all of the
difficult places.

Patent Leather. Patent

sylvanm, ....
er In the Capital City iui .
J. C. Hyde, superintendent - of the
Dealer in New and Second Hand
Boston, Reading & Pittsburg Railway,
and wife who spent se'.eral days in
Sftita Fe, left vpsterday from Albu
querque for a short trip to California,
They say that the climate and scenery
of the Capital City are so far above
any place else they have ever visited
that on their return to their home In
Pittsburg, they will arrange to visit
here again.
Price
Cash
Paid
Second
for
Highest
C. H. Howland, wife and daughter,
Hand Goods. New and Second
of Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, and Robert
C. Howland, of Akron, Ohio, were in
Hand Goods on Easy Payments.
the city yesterday and left today for
their Ohio homes. The Messrs. How
PICTURE MOLDING ALL KINDS.
land have been In southern Santa Fe
County during the past four months
Phone 59.
Santa Fe, N. M. making tests for placer gold in various
parts of that section, with the lnten
tlon of placing an improved placer
gold machine at work there, provided
their tests prove satisfactory and that
the pay dirt can be worked to advan
tage. They express themselves satis-flewith their work and it is expect
ed they will return shortly to pursue
active placer gold mining operations
In the southern Santa Fe County plac
er grounds.

1856.

Hie worst is now over and he expects

ties.

Our New Stock of Wall Pp er
has arrived and is ready for your
inspection. It is the most beau- tiful iinelever shown in Santa Fe.
It will pay you to call and get
first choice. Remarkable prices
prevail.

Established

Will Be This Year In San Juan Coun-

The sason fof swell social Functions is again
with us.
Every Society man must
have Drss Shoes.
The new style are beau

r

SUCCESSFUL.

PHENOMENALLY

,

.

;

Santa

Fi New Mexican, Thursday,

May 4, i 905.

DISSATISFACTION CAUSED
BY SALE OF LAND.
The following persons were callers
the
Historical
rooms
of
at the
Society
Years ago while Rev. E. H. Goodson j
miHOR CITY TOPICS
yesterday: Mr. and Mrs. Ellas Clark,
was
Miss
W.
H.
pastor of the Methodist Church nat
Mrs.
Linney,
Alcalde;
Sarah Linney, Pasadena. California; Lordsburg and on the Lower Gila,
Miss Bertha Becker, Sioux City, Iowa; conceived the idea of taking up
Those straw hats which appeared Robert Howland, Akron, Ohio; Bert niece of land under the Desert Land
on the streets the early part of tho Jones, Miss Katherlne Howland, Mrs. Act. with the purpose of finally hav
week seem to have been somewhat C. H. Howland. Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio; ing a nice farm on which the succeed"
ing pastors of the church might find a
premature.
Mrs. G. R. Bailey, Santa Fe.
home. This, with the aid of some of
The auction sale of the personal
in
The Santa Fe Central has put
he did, but since he
estate
L.
Bartlett
his
E.
the
of
parishioners,
property
of
in
train
work
a
charge
operation
ha? left none of the other pastors
will continue until everything has
carry a full line of
Joseph Cragg and under the super- have felt like living on the place or
been disposed of.
vision of I.. M. Williams, roadmaster. keeninar It un. In consequence
it
these implements. Also HarThe regular weekly rehearsal of Twenty men will be employed on this
has been made since the first
last
the Capital City Band will be held train and they will complete unnn-ishe- gradually Bank into disrepair and
trustees
Studebaker wagon was made.
church
was
the
sold
week
reby
etc.
All
members
are
rows, Cultivators,
this evening.
work, which was deferred on ac for $400. This money will be used to
Indeed the Studebaker wagon
winter.
last
quested to be present.
weather
bad
count of the
Lords We
at
to make the West. It has
a
church
the
helped
property
All
repair
ditches
The conveyances for the use of the The cuts will be widened and
been one of the most efficient aids
who
of
the
helped
people
Many
burg.
Woman's Board of Trade to attend the for the protection of the track will be
to the advancement of civilization
secure the land are not pleased
to
funeral of Mrs. RIvenberg will be at made. The road bed and bridges are withfirstthe sale nor with the use
by making transportation easy for
to
the pioneer. Many of the first men
the rooms of the library at 1:30 to in first class condition and will with which the
to
be
is
put,
We
claiming
money
have
inducements to offer in out Wagon Dein the West took the Studebaker
morrow afternoon.
stand the spring freshets in good that it is
with them.
being used for an entirely
are still buying
as
we
full
a
The funeral services of the late Mrs. shape.
line.
partment
See
the goods ard get Studebakers,Tiiey
carry
different purpose than was originally
having learned their
the
held
at
Grant Rivenberg will be
value by experience. The StudeManager Frank Owen, of the Santa intended when the land was taken up, our prices before
buying elsewhere.
than ever
baker is better y
house tomorrow afternoon at 2:00 Fe Water and Light Company, today and that It is going to a different lobefore.
Rev. W. R. Dye will officiate and in- furnished the farmers in the vicinity
also.
Studebakers also make a full line of all
terment will be made in Fairview of the reservoirs of the company and cality,
kinds of vehicles, hurness, etc. They
thousand
one
Canon
in
Fe
control
Cemetery.
the Santa
entire outputof the World Buggy
Co. and make the ''Izzer Line" of vehicles.
MARKET REPORT.
The Ladies' Aid Society of the First pounds of seed beans and one thouAll dealers handle Studebaker goods.
Our stock of Alfalfa, Blue Write us for catalogues, etc.
Mr.
Presbyterian Church did not hold its sand pounds of seed peas to plant.
MONEY AND METAI
regular meeting this afternoon, ad- Owen found that some of these peo
Grass, Peas, Beets, Onion Studebaiter Bros. Mfg. Co.
journment being taken out of respect ple were too poor to buy seed and
New York. May 4. Money on call,
South Bend, Ind.
Sets; also package seeds for
'
to the memory of the late Mrs. Grant hence decided to help them out in this firm 2K
3 Per cent.
Prime mercanWESTERN REPOSITORIES!
I
on
Saa
FraaclMio, Cat
Portland, Ore ram.
4
manner. His action will prove not
tile paper 3
per cent. Silver
Rivenberg.
the Garden, are all fresh and
bait iml city, tin.
the
whom
to
men
to
the
beneficial
The city is doing a good deed when ly
of the best quality.
J(ew York. May 4. Lead and copit builds the brick crossings. It is sug- seeds were donated but also to the per
unchanged.
are
quiet
the
as
crops
generally,
city
gested, however, that these crossings
GRAIN.
to be eood and as it will help
be raised higher than at the present.
e are a&ents or
samPsn- east of Chicago, 111., May 4. Close, Wheat
canon
in
the
the
conpeople
poor
a
as
too
low
and
are
placed
They
He
extent.
considerable
a
to
83?!,'.
9VA
the
cross.
July.
city
May.
, uut!W3sar loampie mius in siock.
sequence, in muddy weather the
has already furnished them as much
Corn, May,
July,
ings are covered.
29.
Oats, May, 29; July,
corn as they wanted for their
Remember the public school enter- seed
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
of land in the Santa Fe Canon.
plots
the
schools
at
six
tainment by
(6)
Mav 812 .00; July, 81 2.30.
Pork.
Fe
The supply of water in the Santa
opera house, Friday night. Admission
7.15; July, 87.30
May 87.17
Lard,
25 cents, school children 15 cents. River is great and is constantly on
7.30.
OUR STOCK OF GARDEN TOOLS
of
the
reservoirs
The
the
increase.
Tickets now on sale at Ireland's.
Ribs, May, 8 97Hi July, 7.ss.
IS COMPLETE.
Doors open at 7:30. Exe'rcises to be- Santa Fe Water and Light Company
WOOL MARKET.
are filled with the best of water and
gin at 8:15 sharp.
Is
4.
Wool,
St. Louis, Mo., May
N. S. Walpole, postmaster at Pueb- Manager Owen expects no difficulty strong.
water
all
in
summer
this
supplying
22 ij? SYMPTOMS THAT INVITE GERMS.
lo and who was formerly of this city,
Territory ard western rued in in,
19
San Francisco-Street- .
21; fine. 17
was operated upon at St, Mary's hos- necessary for domestic uses in addi- 26; fine medium, 19
Telephone No. 6.
to
Be Lookamount
sufficient
Should
Ailments
to
a
Little
That
tion
regiving
MARKETS.
is
STOCK
and
on
in
Pueblo
Monday
pital
After if One Wants to Keep Well
people desiring to irrigate their orNew York, Mav 4. Cloning stocks, ed
ported to be in a serious condition. chards
and lawns within the city lim- Atoblson, 81?T;
101
York
New
The attending physician reports that
?;
pfd.,
WHOLESALE AND, RETAIL DEALERS IK
its. Mr. Owen calculates that the "'entral,
138
Anyone who has any of the many
139;
Pennsylvania,
he is bordering on nervous collapse.
States
589s";
the
United
for
Union Pacific, symptoms caused by poor digestion
water
Pacific,
Southern
supply
of
the
The Guild of the Church
Holy
Indian Industrial School, for the terri UTJtf; pfd., If7)tf; Amalgauieted Copper, should take special care to avoid con- Faith will not meet tomorrow at the torial
.
uitions where disease germs are like
penitentiary and for St. Cathar 78; U. S. Steel, 30; pfd., 99
on
residence of James L. Seligman
LIVE
8TO0K.
be
also
will
School
to be present. Extreme thinness is
ample
Indian
ine's
ly
account of the funeral of the late Mrs.
a long spell of dry
common Indication of a
4. Cattle the most
unless
this
Mo.,
Kansas
year,
May
City,
Grant Rivenberg, which will take weather should set in. Should this be
400
but any of the followweak
southerns,
stomach,
3,000
includin;
receipts,
place tomorrow afternoon and which the case the water allowance for ir- stror.g to 10 cents higher
also good evidence
are
symptoms
ing
the members of the Guild will attend.
86.50; southern
Nailve stoers, 8.5o
duruse
to
down
cut
be
troubles.
stomach
will
of
rigation
85.50; southern cows,
steers, 83.50
There will be three cottage prayer ing certain hours of each day.
cows and heifers, Uneasiness at atoroach Confusion of mind
native
82.25
54.75;
as
at
held
this
7:30,
3
Flatulency
evening
meetings
cidity
The temperature in Santa Fe at
stockers and feeders, Water-bras82.25
&
85.50;
Heartburn
a preparation for the Smiley meetings. o'clock this morning was 31.6 degrees 83.25 (0 85.00; bulls, 83.75 3 84.75;
Nausea
of food
up
Spitting
The places of the meetings are as fol- and all that saved the country from a calves, 83.50 a 86.25; western fed steers, folio
(Jriies
atlon of weight or Coated Tongue
lows: At the homes of Mrs. George killing frost was the fact that the $4.50 (3 86 25; western fed cows, 83.25 Sen
heaviness at pit of Sourtusteinthemouth
Diarrhoea
stomach
Klnsell and H. F. Stephens and at skies became obscured by clouds just
85.25.
Sore mouth
Dry Skin
the Presbyterian Manse. All are cor- before the temperature got to the dancnoice Delicacies
Sheep receipts 2,000. 5 cents higher.
Nervousness
Constipation
85
25
84
50;
Headache
86.25;
lambs,
Sick
Muttons,
in
urine
Sediment
was
frost
a
dially Invited to attend.
There
slight
ger point.
Congestion of the Head
O 86 90; range wethers, C4.50 tf 84. 85; Night sweats
He dache
Vertigo or Dizziness
Otero County has a new weekly this morning but it is thought that no fed ewes, St. no (3 84.50.
D row, in ess
and
feet
hands
Cold
In Lenten foods of all kinds In Canned Sea foods,
4
Cattle
paper. "No. 1, Vol. 1, of the Reporter, damage resulted. The forecast for
III.,
May
receipts,
Chicago,
Pain under shoulder Sleeplessnessof
the
blade
in
Fish,
that
Palpitation
at
is
Tularosa
county,
section
tonight
Salmon.
this
cloudy
7,000, strong.
published
partly
Shrimps. Lobsters, and other Canned Clam
heart
between
Good to prime steers, 85.75 (3 Sij.60; Pain
Clam
has appeared. H. B. Fay is the editor. and Friday with occasional showers.
Our
we
Bouillon,
fresh
and
delicious.
have
shoulders
85 50; stockers Defeats of vision or
The paper will be independent in poli- The southern portion of the Territory poor to medium, 84.50
Juice and Clams will be found very appetizing and
feeders.
8J.50
and
cows, 82 (SO
85.10;
hearing
for
work
will
a
will
have
tics and it
principally
rising temperature tonight.
indicate
which
85.50
83.00
These
little ailments,
canners;
(S
85.25; heifers,
nourishing on fast days, and our Jams. Jellies, Presthe advancement and improvement of Colorado will be generally fair In the 81.50
as
83.50
(3 84.75, a weak stomach and imperfect digeserves and Marmalades' are of Exquisite lavorand
82.40; hulls,
Saltl-mor- e
Tularosa and eastern Otero County. easiern portion and cloudy with occa calves, 83.00 85.75.
use
make."
to
the
looked
after
used
be
as
Mother
should
fine
by
tion,
anything
the western portion.
r sional rains in
Sheep receipts 13,000, steady.
Fresh
if one wants to keep well.
Many people continue to throw
of
every Wednesday and Friday,twice
Oysters
84.50
choice
85.00;
Good
In
to
Santa
wethers,
maximum
The
temperature
streets
around
onto
the
and refuse
a
remarkable
of
A
remedy,
tnis
tablet
Fish
Lake
fresh
83.50 0 84.35;
Vegetables
fair to choice
every Friday,
the Plaza. Since the Woman's Board Fe yesterday was 45 at 3 o'clock in western sheep. mixed,
before each meal, w.- - so
taken
a
native
84.00
85.00;
Etc.
week
Butter
Primrose
has
of Trade has been progressive enough the afternoon, much cooler than it
86.25; western lambs, strengthen the stomach and digestive
lambs, $4.00
to place garbage cans on each side of been for the past week or ten days. 84.50 (3 87.15.
organs that natural weight will be re
in
o'clock
6
at
32
was
the Plaza, the people should certainly The minimum
stored and perfect health and strength
38.
not find it a hardship to throw waste the morning and the mean was
regained.
NOTES.
BUREAU
and U. 8. WEATHER
a
matter into these and thus aid in There was a trace of precipitationcent.
is so nearly infaL.u.e in curMexico:
New
for
was
50 per
Forecast
Partly
the relative humidity
and the many diseases
keeping the city clean.
indigestion
ing
showers
with
and
Friday
at 6 o clock this clo'idy tonight
The following marriage licenses The temperature
In north portion; rising temperature resulting from a weakened stomach,
36.5
was
degrees.
that a guarantee to refund the money
have been recorded at the county seat morning
Friday and in south portion tonight.
For Colorado: Generally fair in east is given with every box, should it not
of Mora County, New Mexico, by ProMADRID NEWS.
Recorder E.
portion; warmer Frldav and In north give perfect satisfaction. Ask A. C.
bate Clerk and
ALL PERIODICALS
a
portion tonight; west cloudy with occa Ireland to show you the
H. Biernbaum, during the month of
Mexican. sional rains.
New
Correspondence
Special
April, 1905: April 23d, Miss Carlota
Yesterday the thermometer registered
Josefita, the
daughter of
.
Trujillo to Benito Sandoval, of Tipton Mr. and Mrs. Fred Alarid, has been as follow.,: Maximum temperature, 45
Ad."
"Want
Mexican
A
32
A
a
a
XTTWT
3:00
New
at
.tt
m.;
rTTry
minimum,
Station; April 25, Miss Sarita Leyva.
p.
r?nrrr
degrees,
quite ill with pneumonia.
to Nicolas Espinoza, of Chacon.
decrees, at 6 00 a. m. The tneao
The regular Madrid base ball team
de33
24
was
hours
the
for
F. J. Wielandy, the skilled and suc- was defeated last Sunday by a picked temperature
grees. Relative humidity, 50 per cent.
cessful horticulturist, informs the New nine, the score being 2 to 1.
!
Precipitation, a trace.
Mexican that the frost last night did
John Hart, of Golden, was in camp
Temperature at 3:00 a. m. today, 31.6
no Injury to the trees and vegetables last week and reports good rains and degrees.
on his place on the south side. His grass coming up nicely in that section.
Temperature at 6:00 a. m. today, Jo.s
well
so
is
five
acres
covers
and
degrees.
In
garden
Trinidad Alarid, of Cienega, was
Cloudy during early morning ana oniy
arranged and so pretty that It should camp during the week on a visit to a heavv
If you have any chairs to cane, call
frost In effect.
be made one of the show places of the his granddaughter, who is seriously
17 veara' Experience.
Telephone 12t. !
on Mrs. E. C. Rlddley at 103 Guada
city for tourists and travelers.
ill.
Office at Exchange Stablss
Advertisements have been posted In
J. W. Sullivan, superintendent of the GREAT MONARCH SHOWSAPPEAR. lupe Street; Santa Fe, N. M.
POSITIVELY
TO
sealed
for
proposals coal mines of the New Mexico Fuel
this city asking
Fred H. Burch, promoter of the
for the construction, plumbing, steam and Iron Company at Jlagan, was In
Monarch Shows, arrived in the
great
twenty-fou- r
of
electric
and
wiring
camp Tuesday.
heating
this
morning. He has been de
city
i!
The Mechanics base ball team of
buildings at Whipple Barracks.
Arizona. The bids for the same will Santa Fe is coming to Madrid Sunday layed for several days on account of
(!
on
the
.be received by the constructing quar- to meet its first Waterloo. A good the floods and the washouts
i!
now
here
is
he
but
pre
railroads,
termaster at the Barracks at Prescott. time is promised the members of the
A few more pupils can be accommopared to immediately begin the boomArizona, until 3 o'clock in the after- team.
Feed 8Uble In Connection.
In
i!
held here
noon of May 22d.
dated in the Stenography Class. Benn
Mrs. Gus Olson, wife of the mana- ing of the carnival to be
i iu or u u a Ki m m.
weeks.
two
about
ai
b
nccirr
Two meetings a day will be held by ger of the Colorado Supply Company,
Pitman system taught.. For terms,
Evangelist Francis E. Smiley during who has been visiting with Dr. and
Supplies for Notaries Public for sale etc, call on or ac'dress Mrs. Robert
his stay in the city, one at 3 o'clock Mrs. S. C. Clarke at Bernalillo, has re
was
the New Mexican Printing
She
home.
7:30
turned
accompanied
by
in the afternoon and the other at
Montoya, City.
o'clock In the evening. The musical by Mrs. Clarke, who will make her a
program at each of these meetings short visit.
or
house
T&rill be very attractive.
WANTED Furnished
Dr. Smiley Is
also an eloquent and learned speaker , Have your stationery printed by the three or four rooms furnished for
WATCH REPAIRING
who knows bow to touch the hidden New Mexican Printing Company.
light housekeeping near Plaza or D. & FINE
445.
O.
Box
P.
R. G. depot. Address
OUR SPECIALTY.
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

springs of man's motives.

easoraable Goods

I

For the
Springtime

T'be GreatWest

We

--

have

large stock Poultry Netting.

sizes.

Wagons.

to-da-

Seeds.

5.

.

tie

Wind Alii Is

M.

H. S. KAUNE & CO.
Staple and

Fancy Groceries.

Flow, Hay

and Gram.

that

pa-pe-

Mi-o-n-

Papers

Daily

Mi-o-n-

cnairs

.

BBpairen

Books andnr Stationery
f
. JACOB WELTMER . .

r

J. L.

Learn Stenography

i

VAU ARSDELL

Hacks and Baggage
ruvBiue abmiitc

rni,

P. F. HANLEY

FINE

ClierryTPectoraiT

4g

mD If9

lt

hronchitis. consumotion. For
over 60 years the leading cough
medicine of the whole world.
.

Asfojjroctor

O.AnrC..,
Mm.

Lowell,

WANTED 100 men to work at saw
We Also Repair
mill and run timber. Also 50 teams. B.
MU
GRAPHOPHONES,
JEWELRY,
M.
N.
B. Spencer, Eastvlew,
SIC BOXES, MACHINES, ETC
FOR SALE A good baby
Call at 105 Johnson Street

carriage'

S. E. D. SEARS, 302 San Francisco

St

PEALTIRPT

Imported and Natire Wines tor Family Use.
OUR SPECIALTIES Old Crow, McBrayer,
--

Guck-cobcim-

er

Rye, Taylor and Faxtoo, Old Jordan and Mono,
, Wbiakies.
Kjr
gram,

SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA FE

Keeps the Skin Smooth and White, Keeps the
Skin free from Sunburn Freckles and Black heads

PIHLARUACY
V
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BRIEF BITS OF
NEW MEXICO NEWS.1

Stops Chills.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Attorneys at Law.

JA

The public schools of Alamogordo
closed last Friday on account of a
(FEHBY DAT1S'.)
lack of funds.
Cures Cramps.
Herman Harmes, a telegraph oper-ato- r
of Mollne, Illinois, died at Albu6110 looks forward to the critical
querque Monday.
II '
MQil1
Mrs. Martha L. Jesseph, formerly a
HOTEL ARRIVALS.- n0ur with apprehension and dread.
resident of Portales, died at her home
in Argonia, Kansas, on April 15th.
C&tJter's Wend, by it penetrating and soothing propertiea.
Roy Townsend, of Terrill, Texas, is
Palace: W. W. Petty, Kansas City;
Oars nauaea, nervousness, ana &u
ceiujg,
makine arrangements to start a gen F. A. Fletcher, W. H. Ferguson, Chixor
tne
ine
system
prepare
eral store at either Lakewood or Ar- - cago; B. S. Hobart, St. Louis; L. M.
deal that she passes through
tesia.
Graham, New York; T. J. Heyn, Den
the vent safely and with but
Augustus E. Lard, of Hagerman, ver; A. T. Kellogg, Portland, Oregon;
and Miss Roma Waldrip, of Roswell, G. W. Bond, Trinidad.
suffering, as numbers
were married in the latter town last
Claire: F. L. Devere, Duluth, Minne
is
and
"it
testified
said,
hay
week.
J. Camlnsky, Kansas City; W.
sota;
irorth its weight in gold," $i.co per
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Hunt have ar- S. Alexander, Pueblo; F. D. Lewis,
.
Book containing
rived in Roswell from Wise County, Trinidad; S. N. Akeyson and family,
bottle of drug-gistsTexas, and will locate in the New Alamosa; Isaac Appel, Las Vegas; M.
valuable information mailed free,
Mexico town.
T. Moriarty, Moriarty.
UUDflOD atfltlUIOB CBU AU ta.
The insane asylum at Las Vegas
Normandie: W. W. Burnham, J. H.
and
there
now has about 120 inmates
Vanderfleld. Chicago; C. H. Howland
are several more waiting for the issu and wife, Cerrillos; Catherine B. How- ance of commitment papers.
land, H. S. Jones, Cuyahoga tans,
ART.PIC TURES:AND FRAMING.
Alva A. Smith, postal clerk run Ohio; Robert Howland, Akron, Ohio.
We make a specialty of ,.
ning between Lordsburg and Clifton,
Bon Ton: A. L. Clemmens, C. MenJ
Developing:, Printing and Enlarging. Arizona, has been transfer! 1 to a nan, Albuquerque.
Mall Orders Given. Prompt Attention. Send for;Catalo;ae. run out of Prescott, Arizona.
213 SOUTH BROADWAY
the Alameda
The residents of
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
Heights addition to Roswell are form
ing a business alliance for the purpose
of owning their own water supply.
.Thomas Nelson, aged 55, a Cana
dian, died at Hillsboro last week. He
had no family although it is thought
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
that he had relatives in New York.
bicy
KOSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
For sale, cheap, a second-ban- d
The Alameda dyke at Albuquerque
Mon-daon
New Mexican office,
was
and
at
the
been
has
cle;
completed
MEXICO
Inquire
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW
formally accepted by the county
Established and Supported by the Territory.
commissioners of Bernalillo County.
FOR SALE High roll top desk and
ana
Thome
Richard
9th
On
May
Colrevolving chair. Inquire J. Weltmer.
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern comwill be married at
Wallace
Miss
Mary
modern and
leges. New buildings, all furnishings and equipments
the home of the bride in Tennessee.
FOR RENT Two houses. Inquire
watr-workall conveniences.
steam-heatebaths,
will make their home in
of H. F. Stephens.
plete;
They
is
Session
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8200 per session.
E. W. Clapp, grand chancellor of
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
the Knlehts of Pythias, of Lordsburg, with use of bath; with or without
ROSWELL Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
has started from that town to make board. Apply at Claire Hotel.
C. Lea
S.
J.
R.
his annual visit to the lodges in the
W.
M.
Hamilton,
Reed,
REGENTS-Nath- an
Jaffa,
WANTED Clean cotton rags. For
Territory.
Cahoon
A.
and E.
Sierra County will soon have a map a short time we will pay 4c a pound
COL. J. W. WILLSON, Slipt.
For particulars address
and mining for clean rags. New Mexican Printing
of all patented lands
Malms within its boundaries. A. Prei Company.
ser is collecting data from which to
compile one.
CLAIRE HOTEL RESTAURANT,
W. H. Jack is now gathering up a
We can take a few more table
thousand head of cattle, that number boarders at $5 per week. First class
having been contracted for by Califor- meals: auick service: polite waitress
nia buyers to be shipped as soon as es; elegant coffee. Special rates for
nriHslhlo from Lordsburg.
dinners only.
J. M. Coburn, of Lakewood, has
ranch
FOR SALE CHEAP Several pairs
purchased of the Milne-Busaixtv hteh erade Hereford bulls. They of chases. 6. 7 and 8 columns, with
will be delivered to his Turkey Track metal side and end sticks, complete, at
ranch about the first of June.
New Mexican office, Santa Fe, N. M
The citizens of Hillsboro, Sierra
Countv. are considering the advisabil
LADIES Earn $20 per hundred
Ity of holding a meeting about May writing short letters. Stamped envel
Duna
15th, to discuss plans for the
one for particulars. Gem Mfg. Co.,
lng of a dyke to protect their prop Cassopolis, Mich.
ertv.
Eight persons were arrested at the
LIVERY STABLE LAW.
Santa Fe depot in the Meadow City
to the Williams Livery
According
soldier!
last Friday. Three of them,
THE BEST LINE
were fined for being drunk and disor- Stable Law, passed by the 36th Legls
and approved by Gov
lative
derly and four were given Jail sent ernor Assembly
every
Otero,
keeper of a livery
ences as vagrants.
to post a copy of the
is
stable
Cha:
required
Marie
Miss
and
Helnrich
O.
W
,
ves. of Lordsburg, were too impatient law In a conspicuous place in his
to wait for a license to get to them stable. The law Is for the protection
dead
and last week went to El Paso and of livery stable keepers against
who
any
and
beats
damage
persons
make
their
will
were married. They
vehicle or Injure any animal hired
hnmn in LiOrdsburc.
MexiAbran Sanches and Miss Marlayta from a livery stable. The New
law
the
upon
can
has
neatly
printed
Church
Slsneros were married at the
orde Neri at Albuquerque cardboard and Is ready to fill all
San
of
Felipe
Fast Time Magnificent Equipment.
In Engeach
for
ders
$1.00
at
poster
make
will
on Monday morning. They
?or Farther Particulars, Call on
their home at Alameda, where they lish or in Spanish.
have both been residing.
A. J. BISHOP. Agent.
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
W J. BLACK. G. P. A.,
Last Friday in Las Vegas the 11
Maestas
new marriage license law reThe
Bonifacio
of
ran
old
year
Santa Fe, N. M.
ana
tnen
oil
Topeka, Kas.
coal
with
fcre
probate clerks to post three
a
quires
started
apt the oil can on top of the stove. copies of the new law in conspicuous
The New
Aii explosion followed which burned places In each precinct
the boy and also about everytning Mexican has printed the law neatly on
card board and Is now ready to fill orelse in the room.
J. P. Clark will soon have a new ders in English or Spanish at fifty
ferry boat ready to take the place of cents for each poster. Probate clerks
the one which was destroyed at tnan-do- should enter their orders immediately
not long ago. F.e has bought the as the law goes into effect on April 14,
lumber and will have a much larger 1901
and more commodious boat ready
DAVID HARUM SAID:
about the last of this week.
Last week at Hillsboro Walter Will"Interest's one o' them things that
iams bought a number of horses for keeps right on nights and Sundays."
ahinmpnt to Cuba, and for a while the The same may be said of the Bon Ton
down
machines break
streets of that town looked as though for It keeps open nights and Sundays
MANY writing
youth, but Remingtons
there was a horse show being held the same as every day In the week
there. There were horses of every age, and you can always get the very best
have tough constitutions and, no matbreed, color and size. The prices paid the market affords, and at a very reashow hard the work they do, they
onable price. Try the Bon Ton for a
ranged from $26 to $100.
are sure to reach a hale and vigorous
good meal or short order.
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JAMES F BALLARD, St. LOUIS.

Snta Fe, - - - New Mexico.
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.

Increase Your Business

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney at Law,
Practices in All the Courts.
a
"Mining Cases and Mineral Patents
Specialty."
New Mexico.
Las Cruces
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SOCIETIES

MASONIC.
Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. and A. M.
communicaRegular
tion first Monday of

each month at Masonic
Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W. M
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1
R. A. M. Regular con
vocation second Monday
In each month at Mason
lc Hull, at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P
THUR SELICMAN, Secretary.
Santa Fe Commandery No
Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall, at
1, K. T.

W. R. PRICE, B.
7:30 p. a.
E. GRIFFIN, R aorder.

XV.

C

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at Law,
(District Attorney for Second Judicial

-

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights ol
Pythias. Regular meeting every Tues
District.)
day evening at 8 o'clock, Castle Hall,
Practices In the District Courts and corner of Don Gaspar Avenue and Wa
the .Supreme Court of the Territory, ter Street Visiting KnlghU given r.
also before the United States Supreme cordial welcome.
FREDERICK SIEGNER, C. C.
Court In Washington. Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Flnancw.
A. B. RENEtlAN,
B. P. O. ELKS.
Practices in the Supreme and District Court Mining and Land Law u
Santa Fe Lod No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
3pecialty. Roorae 8 and 9, Sena Buildholds Its regular serslon on the second
ing, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, 'J. M.
and fourth Wednesdays oi each month.
G. W. PRICHARD,
Visiting brothers are Invited and welA. L. MORRISON, Jr., B. R.
come
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices in all the District Courts A. J. Fischer, Secretary.
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
FRATERNAL UMON.
Office Capitol Building, Santa Fe, N.M.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 259, Fraternal
EMMETT PATTON,
Union of America
Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 96.
RosweU, New Mexico. at 8 o'clock p. m., Knights of Pythias
Office Over Citizen's National Bank. Hall, Don Gacpar Avenue. Visiting
fraters welcome.
A. W. POLLARD,
GABINO r.SNDON,
Attorney-at-Law- .
Fraternal Master
New Mexico, DAVID GONZALES,
Deming
Secretary.
District Attorney, Luna County.
MAGGIE G. MONTOYA. Treasurer.
Osteopathy.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

Osteopath.
Palace Avenue,
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or
medicines.
No charge for consultation.
'Phone 156.
Hours: 2 m.,
p. m.
No. 103

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any oi the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out Try our work once
and you wlU certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies in the west

2-- 6

Dentists.

the

DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz' Jewelry

Store, South Side

of.

Plaza.

MUTUAL BUILDING &
LOAN ASSOCIATION
Will assist you to

Civil Engineers and Surveyors.

Own Your Own Home !

JAY TURLEY,
amd' Surveyor,
a Specialty
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor
Santa Fe, N. M. .

Be your own landlord. Pay your
rent Into the Building Sb Loan
Association and thus pay for your
home.

CivU

"nglneer
Irrigation W

.

and Irrigation Engineer,
Surveying and Mapping.
Estimates Furnished.
250 San Francisco St. Santa Fer N.

.

The Association has ou hand money
to loan on desirable property.

G. A. COLLINS,
Civil

For particulars call

on

r address

the secretary,
M.
QRIVF1N

R. J. CRICHTON,

SANTA FK. N. It

BLOCK,

Architects.

HOLT A HOLT.
and Civil Engineers.
Maps and surveys made, buUdlngs
and construction work of all kinds
JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
Keep your business ever before the planned and superintended.
Office,
The New Mexican Printing Company public by advertising In your home
ttontoya BulMlaf, Plasa, Las Vegas
hn nreoared civil and criminal dock success In any honest enterprise.
Phone 94.
ets especially for the use of Justices
of the peace. They are especially ruled,
VERE O. WALLINGFORD,
with printed headings, in rimer SpanArchitect.
record
ish or Enellsh. made of good
National Bank Block,
Fint
with
bound
and
durably
strongly
paper,
Albuquerque, N. M
leather back and covers ana canvas
1904.
and
In
Effective
front
Sunday, September II,
Men: have r. fuU index
R. M. NAKE,
the fees of Justices of the peace and
and Builder.
Architect
Bound
North
Bound
South
on
tne
nrsi
constables printed In lull
New Mexico.
Santa
Fe
Inches. No 1 Mi
The Dace are 10
Ultl No i
Station,.
and
In
civil
made
are
books
up
These
7,0001
...SanteFeArrj
criminal dockets, separate, oi 3z 11.00
It Is an admitted fact that real es6.650
..Uonaetana...
and
civil
6,400
1.45
both
Blanoa..
with
or
.Ten
financial men and merchants all
each
tate,
pages
6,050
...Kennedy....
criminal bound In one book. 80 pages t.05
6.125
say that quickest and best results are
Clark
! 4S:
6.370
....Stanley
civil and 320 pages criminal To In 3.30
obtained by advertising In the "New
6,250
. .Moriarty ...
4.05
troduce them they are offered at tne 6 30
6.175
. .Mclntoth...
Mexican."
6,140
...Eataneia.. ..
(.55
following low nrlces:
6.125
4.
...Wlllard...
14.00 4.60
6.210
Civil or criminal
... Prosit o...
Blanea.....
6,285
1.20
Combination civil and criminal 15.00 8.10
Arr . . . Torranea . . Lve 6.475
Fnr 45 cent additional for a single
o
ttnoket or E5 centa additional for a
Connecting at Santa Te, N. 1L, With
combination docket, they will be sent the Denver a Rio Grande R. R. for all
w,t"
by mall or prepaid express, casn in points In Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Monfull mnst accompany order. State tana, Washington and the Great North-res- t
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted. Address,
Connecting at Torrance for all points
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
east and west with Golden State Lim04SUMPTI0N
Price
ited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullman
OUGHSand
60c ft 91.00
FOBCi
OLDS
Free Trial.
It is an admitted fact that real es- berths reserved by wire.
For rates and Information aaCress
tate, financial men and merchants an
Surest and ttuickest Cure for ail
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
THROAT and LTJNO TROUBsay that Quickest and best results are
General
Passenger Agent
or MONEY BACK.
obtained by advertising in the "New
tanta Fe, N. M. LES,

- Architect

KILLthc COUCH

Br .King's
How Discovory

lfexl

89

11

FRATERNAL

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at Law,
Practices in the District and Su
atpreme Courts. Prompt and careful
business.
to
all
tention given
District Attorney fcr the Counties of
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Saa
Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.

CURE the LUNC8

A diverts

IS

8LEY,

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law,

ns.

WHITE'S CREAM

14

10

-

For Your

LIFE, ACCIDENT or
HEALTH Insurance
Yonr

SURETY of COURT

Santa Fe Central Rail'y

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
Dealers.

8

88

WILLIAM H. rl. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law,
Las Cruces. New Mexico.
District Attorney .for Dona An,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Coun
ties Third Judicial District
K. E

7

1

BENJAMIN M. REAL,
Attorney at Law,
INew Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Palace Avt.
Office, Sena Block.

CHAS.

B

1

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
. Offices Griffin Block.
'Phone 66.

Denver Kansas City, Chicago, and all

Eastern Points.

Si

MAX. FROST,

--

BONDS.
As well as Your

FIRE INSURANCE
to . . .
THE HANNA & SPENCER
INSURANCE AGENCY

Co

,

'PboseNo.se.
Cor. Washlaitos

ass

Palace Aveaaes

It Is an admitted fact that real estate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising In the "New
Mexican."
A CONSIDERATION.

consideration of the fact that all
s
meal on short
who want a
order, go to the Bon Ton, will furnish
you food for thought beforehand and
a call at that popular house will furnish food for the Inner man. A fine
meal for SS cents.
A

first-clas-

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday. May 4, IS05.
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house; but he had found entrance
again and again.
Her thin, pale face grew more
drawn as she contemplated the posiCan be obtained at the
THE KISS OF DECEIT
tion; but, like the drab, unselfish creature she was, she soon fell to blamCERRILLOS and MONERO
ing herself.
i
Babs had been their mother's dar"May I come in?"
Anthracite and Bituminous Coal at wholesale and retail. We want to
and on her deathbed she had be-ling,
invaA
of
our
smile
the
of
LUMP
lit up the face
which is
COAL,
call your attention to the superior quality
stowed her upon Harriet as a precious
lid man.
screened, free from dirt and bone.
trust. How, she reflected, had she
"Of course you may, Babs! Oh, It's
CORD WOOD, FIRE WOOD AND KINDLING, cut any desired size.
kept that trust? It is ever thus with
1
How
Harriet!
marvelously your the drab and unselfish.
careful attention. Office: Garfield you,
All orders will receive prompt an
voice resembles Barbara's!"
Avenue, near A. T. & S. F. Depot, 'Phone No. 85, Santa Fe, N. M.
That night the doctors came from
The smile had faded when he saw
his mistake, and his pale, subdued sister
busied herself with the medicines.
"Yes, we're ail alike In that," she
said, "if in nothing else. But I've
noticed that brothers and sisters more
often resemble each other in voice
than in anything else haven't you?"
"At any rate it is so in your case,"
said Philip Chesney, wearily. "Why
doesn't Barbara come up?"
"Scenic Line of the World."
The solemn Harriet turned away.
How could she tell the stricken man
that Barbara beautiful, winsome, selfhortest and Quickest Line to Denver, Pueblo and
ish Barbara, who had lookeed upon,
life as a summer garden, and herself
all
Colorado
and
Points.
Cobrado Springs,
the fairest flower therein how could
she tell him that his wife had taken
Connection at Denver Vvth All Lines East and
his Illness in the light of a personal
affront? Her plans were ruined for
West. Time as Quick and Rates as Low as by
the season; the parties and balls and
festive gatherings, where she would
other lines.
have been envied and worshipped as
queen indisputable, had to be ex
changed for a depressing bedroom. It
was unendurable!
But how could Harriet tell the dot
The kiss was a lie.
ing, helpless man, knowing as she did
that he had worshiped her with all the invalid's room looking graver
the strength of his nature, that she than ever. Philip, they said, was
had left Barbara in her room, cry sinking, and ugly, gentle Harriet grew
trains. No tiresome delays at any
On all
ing out in the bitterness of selfish- to think that surely Fate must hate
ness against her hard and cruel fate? him bitterly indeed.
station.
To lose life is bitter, in spite of
"Barbara Is tired. She has a head
ache and Is lying down,'.' said Har the pessimists; but to have the knowledge that while life was slowly ebbriet, glibly; and he was satisfied.
For illustrated advertising matter or information,
He swallowed the medicine she ing honor itself had taken wings and
poured out for him with a wry face. flown, is to taste the uttermost dregs
address or apply to
Raise yourself for a moment." she of human degradation.
She had not told him of the flight
said, "while I smooth your pillow."
T. A ,
of
the butterflies. She had tried, for
S, K. HOOPER, G.
he
"But
well,"
said, Irritably.
Very
she conceived it to be her duty to do
I
be
cannot
sit
quick;
up
long."
A..
P.
BARNEY.
N.M
A. S.
T,
He was scowling when he laid back so; but the words had stuck in her
again on the smoothed pillow, for It throat. And now, as she was about
Is bard indeed to be ill when a beau- to enter his room, she determined
tiful wife and a prosperous business that he should never know if she
dangle tantallzingly, and call mock could help it.
"Who is it?" moaned Philip, as she
ingly to him who was so mighty yesand reap the entered. "I'm blind. I can't see."
terday to come
"It is I, Philip," said ugly Harriet's
harvest for which he had worked so
beautiful voice.
hard.
A glory of satisfied longing leaped
Harriet turned away, cut to the
Into
the sick man's face.
quick by the note of irritation. She
"At last," he said, "my wife, my
knew It was foolish, and that Philip
I forgive me! I thought
Chesny had enough to try him, if darling!
useof
had
tired
you
man
any
had; but she felt It, never less husband. But your helpless,
come
have
you
oh,
theless.
to me you have come!"
He caught her look as she turned,
The voice had deceived him again,
and a touch of remorse swept over and austere, truth-lovinHarriet, who
him.
had never lied before, did not enlight"Little sister," he said, clasping her en him.
hand, "take no notice of me. I am
He clasped her hand and they talkVI and peevish; but, believe me,
as lovers do, lightly ignoring death,
ed
am grateful."
who watched them sardonically.
And Harriet left the room with
But Harriet saw that the shock of
wild tumult beating In her usually
the
Joy had been too much for the
quiet breast.
sick and blind man. A gray shadow
That was In the early days of Phil slowly spread over the sunken cheek.
lp Chesney's Illness; but the hope
"Kiss me, and say that you love
which ugly, gentle little Harlret Fra- me!" he gasped.
er had cherished that time would
"I love you!" she said, as she kissed
win Barbara to a sense of her duty-r- him tenderly.
was not realised. The gay little but
The kiss was a lie, and a lie is a
terfly soul pined and wearied for Its foul thing; but the Recording Angel
rose garden, and grew more and more has surely written the sin In the
PAST.
to loathe the nauseous, unhealthy faintest of characters in his book, for
the words that gentle, ugly Harriet
obediently spoke were, and had always been, true.
And, with the kiss of deceit on his
brow, a happy man passed into the
great unknown, where, if there is
merey he never learned the truth.
New York Telegraph.
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THE

CAPITAL COA.L YAHD

"GOLDEN STATE LIMITED"
THE MOST PERFECTLY APPOINTED
TRAIN IN AMERICA- -

in-la-

Dover- &

M
i

In view of '.he increased popularity of trains numbered 43 and 44,
more familiarly known as the "GOLDEN STATE LIMITED," it has
been decided to continue this train in transcontinental service throughout the season instead of discontinuing the same with the close of
Winter Tourist travel, as formerly This train, consisting of buffet
and tourist sleepers between Chicago, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara
and San Francisco, will be operated daily, on the same schedule as
effective during the winter months.. It will be noted that those
schedules afford the quickest time between points in California, Ariand Kansas
zona, New Mexico, Texas, and the entire Southwest,
City, St. Louis, Chicago, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, BuffUo, Washington,
Philadelphia, New York, Boston, and all points East.
Your liberal patronage the last few months has assured the popularity of this train, and in an endeavor to further serve you it has been
decided to not discontinue this service as has been customary.
am
Soliciting a continuance of your patronage,
Very truly yours,

System

S'

Geol. Pass. Agt.
EL PASO, TEXAS.

CHARLES WDUDROW.

though

All Kinds of Building Material

1D STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CORD

CEMIILLOS AND HAGAN COAL

Denver
Santa Fe,

Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
tbst Is

We Haul EverythlDf

Phore

35 Santa Fe

1';

Movsble.

Branch Office and Yards Cerrillos,

N

11

M

it

A. P. HOGLE

Pacific Railway

Urdertaker and
funeral Director

'
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Otxas ffpiffp) PAC1PS

Ifigfti Cafis

)

RESIDEN CE PHONE 41.

J. R. Hankla

BROADWAY HOTF,I,

49 South Broadway
Cafe
Lot Angeles,
Located upon the City's Most Beautiful and Artlstioally
European

I

I

J. R. McCleery

Popular
Kate
Lighted Thoroughfare

ti:

Increase Your Business Advertise
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Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,

mIM vesUeeM tartan Direst eeaaeetieas atade lor an
mm through te New Orteasu
North, But and Boataoaet.
Far schedules, rates sad othat
port and St Louis without
Carries taroagH sleepers Los Aaastas
mi mtoraioaiaes
Tale kandsoa

April 11, 1905.
Notice is hereby given that on May
17th, 1905, the following plats will be
filed In this office: townships 5 and 6,
ranges 7, 8 and6, all north and east;
and that on or after the above date
the land office will be ready to receive
applications for entry in said townMANUEL R. OTERO,
ships.

W, CURTIS
SovtJiwttteni PitMRftr Aftrt
R.

naer AoenS

?

rinwiir

MM

TMm

Register.
YOUR INSURANCE POLICY.
Is no doubt a good one, and will
hatn anma nna fiftAr Vml ftrA thrmt&rh
WDIlf
VM
An Itw Kilt wflATl
i .
ii u v.
(jaj lug v
j va
something where you can reap the di
rect benefit, go to the Bon Ton. where
you can get the best meal in Santa
Fe for 25 cents.

"Why doesn't Barbara come up?"
weeds within which it had to flutter.
Who shall say she waa to blame?
Have you, reader, ever attempted to
analyze the charm of the most fasciHave your stationery printed by the
nating woman of your acquaintance
to find out the secret by the magic New Mexican Printing Company.
of which she makes men her slaves?
Do so, and, if the gift of seeing be
yours, you shall find that on the reverse side of this beautiful charm
LEWIS & CLARIS
there Kirks the sinister demon Self

ishness.
All the time Phllif grew worse.
Re would either die, er become a lifelong invalid that was the verdict of
the doctors; and the beautiful sir:

I T06

wife shuddered, and bit her rosebud
Hps till the blood came as she con

templated the prospect.
And one day a male butterfly, also
without a heart, fluttered into that
bower, and flaunted his gorgeThe Remington Typewriter losblciigesr. Jo does foe Raaingfoii Operator.! gloomy
ous, tempting coloring before the, d d
eyes of the brilliant feminine inIfjg M)ckoffi Seomons & Benedict. 327 Droodway. N cw York; Sg sect of
his species; and, lo! they flew
"
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Deaths
away from that gloomy house which
was assuredly no place for butterflies together.
Harriet was the first to learn of the
flight She had feared for so long
that her lovely sister would, in revolt
against the fate which was so
take some such step as this,
that the discovery scarcely came as a
surprise. She had done her best to
drive the male butterfly from the
as-tie-

Try a "Want Ad
They Bring Results.
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PORTLAND OHE.
Jane zst. to Oct 5th, For the
above occasion the Santa Fe will
sell tickets to Portland and
on the following dates, May
94th, 25th. and 26th, Jane 14th,
IS, 16, 8, 9 and 30th, Jaly 7th,

j

1

re-ta- rn

M, 13. 4. 6 7, and 28,
August 16, f, x8, 30 and 31, September 1, 14, 5 7, 8, and 29,
1905 Final return limit 90 days,
bat not later than Nov. 30th,
8, 9,

1905.
stop-ov-

er

liberal
privi-

leges. See any
agent of the tW

:

fx;

17

to-da- y

NIGflT EXPRESS

SASH - DOORS

LUMBER

P. and

&

)4

A. N. BROWN.

Pullman Sleepers, Dining Cars,
Tourist Cars, Chair Cars

Texas

I.

Coung'lhi

Remedy

A Safe Medicine for Children.

In boring a oongh medicine for children never be afraid to bny CBAXBBB-LanOoooa Rkhzdt. There is no danger from it. and relief is always sure
rl

to follow. It Is intended especially for coughs , colds, cronp and whooping
ocogh, and la the best medicine in the world for these diseases. It is not only
a certain our for cronp, but, when given as soon as the cronpy cough appear.
will prevent the attack. Whooping oongh is not dangerous when this remedy
It grrenaa directed. It contains no opium or other harmful drugs, and M3gJ
' mi m

satf

aa

w

u emu.

a

Santa FeiNew Mexican, .Thtffsday, May 4, 1905.

Closing Out
This is your opportunity, at

re-

duced prices. Diamonds. Watches,
Cut Glass, Decorated China, Silverware, Clocks, and all other goods.

S. SPITZ, Jewele
CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone

4-

-

COLORADO POTATOES are now cheaper than for many years. We are
offering fresh stock at 85 cents per cwt.; 50 lbs for 50c, 20 lbs. for 25c.
PURINA PANCAKE FLOUR,
packages for 10 cents.
MOUNTAIN BRAND CONDENSED CREAM, 3 cans for 25 cents, very
fine quality.
TOP NOTCH CREAM, small cans, each, 5 cents.
SACKS TOWEL BLEND COFFEE Is packed by Chase &
Sanborn. It Is an excellent coffee and there is a good towel free wih each
You have often paid more for poorer coffee. Per sack, f 1.15.
CHASE &. SANBORN'S SEAL BRAND Coffee is only sold in one and two
pound cans. If there is a tetter coffee sold at any price we have yet to
sample it. Per pound, 40 cents.
Our 25 cent Chase & Sanborn Coffee is packed in yellow bags. Ask
for the Coffee in the yellow bag and you will get the best Coffee we have
ever been able to get to sell at that price. We pay more for our
Coffee than do nine out of tetn grocers. YOU get the benefit in better quality. We irft the benefit in Increased sales.
CALIFORNIA TOMATOES In 21-- pound tins at 10 cents are cheap eat-- "

Sasaff as Bark
Cream Tartar

Homestead Entries.
entries
The following homestead
have been made in the local United
States land office:
No. 8301, May 1. Porflrio Martinez,
Pintada; lots 7 and 8, SE 4 SW
section 6, T 10 N, R 16
SE
SW
E, 162.89 acres In Guadalupe County.
Charles M.
No. 8302, May 2.
SE
SW
Steele, Kirtland; W
lot 2, section 9, T 29 N,
SW
R 15 W, 152.25 acres in San Juan
County.
Final Homestead Entries.
The following final homestead entries have been made in the local United States land office:
No. 35G6, May 1. Juan Martinez y
W t
SW
Lucero, Pecos; E
9 El-4- , section 21, T 17 N, R 12 E, 160
acres in San Miguel County.
No. 3567, May 2. George M. King,
section
SE
Wagon Mound; SE
section 9, W 2 NW
NE
4, NE
section 10, T 18 N, R 21 E, 160
acres in Mora County.
No. 3568, May 3. Manuel Mestos,
section 4, T 17 N,
Shoemaker; SW
R 21 E, 160 acres in San Miguel Coun-

Sulphur
and Medicines. You will
find us at the old stand.

1--

2

'

1--

1-- 2

other Spring Drugs

And

4

five-pound-s.

Ing.

stock of Spring
OUR
and Medicines
is fresh and Complete

4

Five-POUN-

2

0

1--

15-ce-

25-ce-

Insurance Fees Paid.
The following insurance companies
have complied with the insurance
laws and have paid to Hon. Pedro
Perea, superintendent of insurance
the $100 fee which authorizes them to
do business in the Territory:
The London and Lancashire Fire
Insurance Company, of London; the
Orient Fire Insurance Company, of
Hartford, Connecticut.
Public Funds Received.
The following public funds have
been received by Territorial Treasurer J. H. Vaughn:
A. A. Keen, commissioner of public
lands, for credit to the following
funds: Common school income fund,
income
fund,
$1,378;
University
$1,200; Normal School, (Silver City),
income fund, $35.51; Normal School,
(Las Vegas) income fund, $35.51; Military Institute income fund, $71.08; the
Palace income fund, $251; Reform
School income fund, $9.60; Blind Asylum income fund, $104.40; water reservations for irrigation income fund,
$800; Miners' Hospital income fund,
$70.80;
penitentiary income fund,
$61.20. total $4,017.10.
LAND OFFICE BUSINESS.

No.

No.

OFFICIAL MATTERS

1-- 4

tins we are selling at 121-- 2
LAS CRUCES TOMOTOES in three-pouncan be fold at anywhere
better
are
that
and
there
packed
cents,
nothing
near that price.
tins are
SUN BURST EXTRA SIFTED EARLY JUNE PEAS in
a genuine bargain. We have peas all the way in price from 10 cents per
can to 30 cents, but we consider this
pea the best value for the monto
our
able
trade.
we
been
haveever
give
ey that
FRESH ASPARAGUS is now plentiful, and the price only 5 cents per
bunch. Plenty of fresh vegetables all the time. We are shipping from several different points and try to have all the market affords radishes lettuce,
cauliflower, spinach, beans, rhubarb, etc.
celery,
STRAWBERRIES
We are now receiving twice each week direct from the
e patch.
GARDEN SEEDS, VEGETABLE SEEDS, BLUE GRASS AND ALFALFA
if you wish to get a
SEED We have in packages and inbulk. Come
variety and wish seeds that will grow. We have them.
FRSH FISH AT OUR MEAT MARKET Each Friday.
We are now shipping our beef from Denver by express; Kansas City beef
may do for some, but during the warm weather we find that critical buyers
prefer to pay a little more and get the Denver beef, which comes in fresher,
cleaner and better in every way.
HAY, GRAIN, FEED, FLOUR AND POTATOES In quantity and right in
price.
d

two-poun- d

15-ce-

DENVER & RETURN
VIA

May 9th to 13th,

Annual Convention Stock Grower's Association
For this occasion the 'Santa Fe will sell tickets to
Denver and retnrn at one fare for the round trip
($16.90) also Colorado Springs and Paeblo, Dates of
saleMay 7, 8, and 9th, Final retnrn limit May 31st.
W.

J. BLACK,

O. P. A.

H. S.

l,VtZ, Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

Topeka, Kas

1-- 4

1--

1--

230 San Francisco Street

No. 3569, May 3. David Jaramillo,
SW
S
SE
Shoemaker; W
section 2, T 17 N, R 21 E, 160
acres in San, Miguel County.
Railroad Plats Filed.
Plats for the permanent location for
Rail
a portion of the El
road have been filed in the local Unl
ted States land office, from a point in
section 5, township 16 north, range
west, to a point on the Santa Fe Pa
cific in section 16, township 11 north
range 10 west, between Grant station
and Bluewater, a distance of 48
miles. Starting at a point in section
5, township 16 north, range 9 west.
the road runs in a southeasterly direc
tion to a point in township 15 north
range 8 west, when it runs south
and 13
15, 14
through townships
north, range 8 west, in McKinley
County, to a point in township 12
north, range 8 west, from which
point it turns to the west and run
ning through township 11 north, range
9 west, strikes the Santa Fe Pacific at
a point in section 16, township 11
north, range 10 west in Valencia
County. This completes the survey of
the road from Farmlngton to the junc
tion with the Santa Fe Pacific, a
length of road of 148 miles.
Station points on the last surveyed
portion are as follows: From a point
in section 5, township 16 north, range
9 west, to points in the following sec
tions: 33, T 16 N, R 8 W, a distance of
10 miles; 36, T 15 N, R 8 W, 7 miles;
35, T 15 N, R 8 W, 3 miles; 29, T 13 N,
R 8 W, 10 miles; 7, T 12 N, R 9 W, 10
miles; 16, T 11 N, R 10 W, the Junction point with the Santa Fe Pacific,
8 miles.
1--

1-- 2
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Paint

Cover the Earth

Paso-Durang- o

On his last birth day took his five wives
into a Hardware Store, to buy them each
a present. He asked for hose, and the
clerk thinking he wanted ladies' hose.
refered him to the dry goods store next
door: they'all said in chorus that they
wanted men's hose, and he again referred
them next door. Seeing some field hoes
hanging up they pointed to Ihem and
said that was the kind, so the kind husband bought one for each wife, for his
birthday remembrance. We sell both
garde field and ladies hoes, also rubber
hose for the lawn.

January.

General purposes
Interest fund
Licenses
Justice of the peace fines.

5

a

The Sherwin Willia m t Paints Cater the Earth

W- -

H- -

Catron Block, No 311

Report of Monies Received at Office of
the Treasurer for Month of January, February and March.
The following collections have been
made by City Treasurer William E
Griffin during the months of January,
February and March, 1905:

A MORMON IN SALT LAKE CITY

Santa Fe, N. M.

Santa Fe,

U.

F.

INJUNCTION

REFUSED.

2

$ 752.12

. ..

232.12
134.25
40.00

INCORPORATED

Judge John R. McFie, In Chambers,
Today Decided Against the Com-'
plainants In Insurance Case.

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,
WHOLESALE GtDCErS

In the injunction proceedings filed
by Wunschmann & Company versus
Pedro Perea, superintendent of insurance, in which the complainants
asked that the superintendent of InGrain, Flour and Potatoes, Stationery,
surance be enjoined from insuring the
Capitol building In any agency outside
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
of Santa Fe County, Judge John R.
McFie, after hearing the arguments
pro and con In chambers yesterday
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.
and this morning, refused to grant the
injunction. Judge McFie rendered his
decision on the following points: The
SANTA FE, N. M.
complainants argued that the superin
tendent of insurance could not, according to law, give the insuring of
the Capitol building to an agency out
side of Santa Fe County, because the
law of 1901 states that the Capitol
Custodian Committee shall insure the
building in question with some agency j'
represented in Santa Fe. In the act
of 1905, which created the office of su- - j
perintendent of insurance, it is stlpu-1
lated that he, the superintendent,'
shall insure the building to the best of
his ability, but does not state that the
insuring company shall have an agen
cy in Santa Fe, and Judge McFie took
the stand that the creation of the of
fice of the superintendent of Insurance
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.
giving him the power to insure the
took
the Capitol building
building,
from under the restrictions of the act
of 1901. Judge McFie also decided
Day Telepone 35.
against the complainants upon ' the Sundays and nlgnts at Mrs. I. B. Hanna. Res. 113, Johnson 8L Tel. 142.
ground that their interests in the violation of the law of 1901 were merely
speculative and that they had no legal
right to make complaint The law
states very clearly that any one complaining against another) who Is violating any law, must himself be
THIS ADVERTISEMENT OTHERS WILL READ YOURS.
harmed by this violation, and Judge
McFie contended that the complain
ants in this case were not harmed by
any apparent violation.
Attorneys Charles A. Spiess and A.
B. Renehan appeared for the Terri
THE BEST FIVE CE NT CIGAR ON THE MARKET.
tory and Mr. Perea, and Judge N. B.
by
Laughlin and Attorney R. H. Hanna
for the complainants.
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SMOKE COLOMBO HAVANA CIGARS
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For sale

DULUTH HOTEL BURNS.

Total for all purposes.. ..$1,158.49 With a Known Death List of Three
February.
Persons and at Least Two More
General purposes.. $ 59.05
Unaccounted For.
Interest fund
28.16
Licenses
182.50
Duluth, May 4. The Fifth Avenue
30.00 Hotel In the wholesale district was
Justice of the peace fines....
destroyed by fire early today. Three
Total for all purposes.. ..$ 299.71 lives were lost and two men are missMarch.
ing. Three bodies have been recov
General purposes
$ 52.37 ered, that of
Joseph Myes and those of
17.56 two unknown persons.
Interest fund
Licenses
121.25
55.00
Justice of the peace fines.. ..
Jasper Gompers, while waiting for
a car at midnight in SL Louis, sat
Total for all purposes
..$ 246.18 down on a barrel of tar and fell
Total for Three Months.
asleep. When he awoke he found the
$ 863.54 tar had softened and he had slowly
General purposes A
277.84 sunk down Into- - the stick stuff until
Interest fund
438.00 his feet, arms and head only were outLicenses..'. ..
125.00 side.- He was chopped out with an ax.
Justice of the peace fines. .
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Grand total.
.$1,704.38
have
from
Five prisoners
escaped
AND
MEXICAN
INDIAN
.BLANKETS, POTTERY
the SL Clair County, prison at AshBASKETS. DRAWN WOUK. CURIOS. ETC.
At Hutchinson. Kansas, the other ville, Alabama, and have not been re
'
day, street car travel was blocked for captured.
Adust Be Sold In the Next 30 Days at less Thin Cost
several hours. The mule that pulled j
Store for rent.
the car balked and the people were' All slot machines have been
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
SIGN OF THE OLD CART
-

to either walk or wait
the animal chanced its mind.

untH-'move-

from the saloons and billiard
halls of Evans ville, Indiana.
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